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NOBODY FILLS IN MORE
There are tons of secrets around a place like Nintendo. There are

security guards, computer passwords, identifica-

tion badges, paper shredders - the whole

M pfiV works. All to keep the critical info, very, very

"7 classified. • But there is one place where a
' few things slide. And that’s down to the writ-

I ers at Nintendo Power. Nobody gets more com-

prehensive game reviews, previews and information on Nintendo 64

than they do. • Except you, if you become a subscriber. • For

just *$19.95 a year, you can pick up 12 issues of Nintendo’s most

‘Canadian reisdents pay $27.95.



OF THE MISSING DETAILS.
guarded information. It’s everything you’d like to know, from
important tips, secret codes and strategies, to game rankings and
reviews. • What’s better, if you order your subscription iwi
now, we’ll throw in a brand new Player’s Guide - for
nothing. It’s your choice: in-depth coverage for Killer

Instinct, Donkey Kong Country 2, or Super Mario RPG. •

j

So call 1-800-255-3700 today. Or grab the enclosed card
and follow the instructions. It’s that easy. And remember, the
sooner you start filling it out, the sooner we can start filling you in.

• Cab 1-800-255-3700 TO SUBSCRIBE.
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Today in ecology class our

teacher was showing us a

cross section of a worm.

Pretty gross stuff if you ask

me, but hey, that's ecology.

I see that big part where

Earthworm Jim's neck

should be. You know, that

sort of bulge. Then I see that

the brain and the hearts and

everything...ARE ON THE

OTHER END OF THE

BODY! All the nerve cells

end at the bulge! In other

words, THE END WITH

JIM'S HEAD IS COM-
PLETELY WITHOUT FEEL-

chop

and he wouldn't even

notice! Personally I don't

care, but the guys at Shiny

should do a bit of research

on the next animal they

make a game after. I know

Jim mutated, but switching

around his entire internal

anatomy is a bit much.

Andrew Fraticelli

via the Internet

DeucedIy clever of you to

figure this out, Andrew, but

aren't you overlooking the

bioengineering capabilities

ofJim’s super spacesuiti Not

only does it rearrange his

innards like so much patio

furniture, but it gives him

Elvis-like sex appeal for

Read all about it! Nintendo Power readers

report breakthroughs in the fields of earthworm

anatomy and robot science! Made any discover-

ies of your own? Forget the guys who give out

the Nobel Prize. Write to Power instead!

wooing and winning

Princess What’s-Her-Name.

We’re certainly glad that lim

has devoted his amazin'

powers to niceness and

honor instead of rottenness

and cheating at tiddlywinks!

Chech Out the Layout

I have purchased several

issues of Nintendo Power

on the newsstand and am

writing to comment on the

new layout. I am glad that

Nintendo Power has chosen

to move on to something

new. I just can't see reviews

of up-to-the-minute technol-

ogy such as the N64 in a

magazine that has hardly

changed at all in its history.

The expanded Player's Pulse

is an excellent choice. I've

noticed that the letters

either make people happy

or get them all worked up,

and that gets everyone

involved.

Brian Ross

Brampton, Ontario

Cool, fliuesome Letter

My favorite part of your

magazine is actually your

Player's Pulse. It is interest-

ing to read the opinions,

comments and ideas that

gamers everywhere are

inputting. Your readers don't

sound like a bunch of

video-game playing kids

saying everything is "Cool!"

or "Awesome!," but like a

bunch of video-game play-

ing kids who are serious

about what's going on in the

entertainment world.

Vivian Kim

via the Internet

Power Up Pulse

I think you should expand

the Player's Pulse section

because I love reading all

the letters people send in.

I also like looking at the

envelope art.

David Roberts

Portage La Prairie,

Manitoba

Playin' Them Online Blues

Please don’t continue the

excessive Internet and

America Online coverage.

The interviews and profiles

of those NOA online jocks

was very boring indeed,

being totally irrelevant to

the subject of Nintendo

Power.

Justin Doucette

via CompuServe

Shout It Out loud

Kudos on the "Livin' in

the Loud House" article

(Volume 84). Big plus.

Chris Wilhelm

Eugene, Oregon

Zoujie for Zelda

Through the years, one of

my favorite series of games

has been The Legend of

Zelda. I loved A Link to the

Past the most. I would like

to suggest that Nintendo of

America take the first two

games that were released on

the NES and re-release them

on one game pak for the

Sarah Louiretf Clinton louinship. IUI
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Super NES, as was done

with the Super Mario games

in Super Mario All-Stars.

Secondly, I think a sequel

to A Link to the Past for the

Super NES might be nice.

I also would like to compli-

ment the re-release of A
Link to the Past, especially

at the low, low price of

$34.99. Shigeru Miyamoto

is a genius. I will be in

anticipation of a new addi-

tion to the Zelda series.

David Herman

New York, New York

Thanks for the rave, David,

We'll pass it along to Mr.

Miyamoto. Yes, you can

expect more adventures of

Link! Now that Mr.

Miyamoto has put the fin-

ishing touches on Super

Mario 64. he's gearing up

for Zelda 64.

Zonhers for Zelda

I have been loyal to the

Nintendo name for seven

years and until now have

had only one problem. I

couldn't get The Legend of

Zelda: A Link to the Past

last year when I got my
Super NES because they

weren't making the game

anymore. Then in my latest

issue of Nintendo Power

(Volume 84) a glimmer of

light erupted from the

pages. There in Pak Watch

I saw that the game I have

been hunting for is being

re-released!!! Praises to

Nintendo, they

hath not for-

saken me.

Brian Low

via the Intern

I really like the way you

occasionally review a clas-

sic (as in Nintendo's re-

release of Super Mario Kart

and The Legend of Zelda: A
Link to the Past). It puts the

new games up against an

older, enduring classic. I fin-

ished Final Fantasy III a few

days ago, and I must say I

LOVE it. I was hooked. But

I also got snagged, and

when I did, I took advan-

tage of your Power Line, lef"

was well organized and
[

when I called for the seco

time, I was able to fly to

where I was going becaus,

I knew which numbers to [

push.

John Denim

Brewerton, New Yor

1164 Couerage Kudos

I have just recently sub-

scribed and I want to say

that your N64 coverage has

been excellent, and the

continuing articles (such as

Shadows of the Empire) are

excellent. Of the other two

mags that I subscribe to

(EGM and Next

Generation), you were the

only one who knew what

Creator was really about.

I'm REALLY interested in

more info on that game, it

sounds great!

Trevor McCauley

Westminster, Maryland
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There's a logjam of top-nolch games alop the Power Charts this month,

with Mario and pals nudging Diddy and Dixie from the number one

spot—for now. Meanwhile, Kirby's latest adventure bounces on to the

Game Boy charts. For more on the world's favorite creampuff, check

out the preview of Kirby Super Star in this volume!

9 SUPERNISTOP20
© SUPER MARIO RPG Nintendo 2 3

Q DONKEY KONG COUNTRY 2:

DIDDY'S KONG QUEST
\

Nintendo
j

1
|
9

O THE LEGEND OF ZELDA:

A LINK TO THE PAST
i

Nintendo 4 54

4 CHRONO TRIGGER
:
Square Soft

j

6 12

5 FINAL FANTASY III
:
Square Soft

j

7
\
19

6 KILLER INSTINCT
:

Nintendo 3 13

7 SUPER MARIO WORLD 2:

YOSHI'S ISLAND Nintendo
j

5 9

8 DONKEY KONG COUNTRY
1

Nintendo 8 \ 21

9 KEN GRIFFEY JR.'S

WINNING RUN Nintendo 10
\

2

10 SUPER MARIO KART Nintendo 11
i
39

II EARTHWORM JIM 2
j
Playmates

j
13

j
9

12 SUPER METROID
i

Nintendo 12
j

27

13 SECRET OF EVERMORE Square Soft
j

-
i
9

14 FINAL FANTASY II Square Soft j 14
j
44

15 OGRE BATTLE Enix 18
j
7

16 BREATH OF FIRE II Capcom 17
j
3

17 CIVILIZATION Koei -
!
3

18 MORTAL KOMBAT 3 ; Williams -
i
8

19 MEGA MAN X3 Capcom 15
j
J

20 EARTHBOUND Nintendo
.

- 12

BASED
AMES

These couch-potato classics are guaranteed to cure

those summer-rerun blues. Be sure to put down the
(

remote long enough to vote in the Player's Poll

Contest!

1. AAAHHHIII REAL MONSTERS (VIACOM NEW MEDIA)

2. SCOOBY D00 MYSTERY (ACCLAIM)

3. LOONEY TUNES B-BALL (SUNSOFT)

I. STAR TREK: STAR FLEET ACADEMY (INTERPLAY)

NIACS (KONAMi)

;i>r,

W USA (TJS4)

m CAKEEOYTOP10
G4Atf COMPANY “°ssr

O THE LEGEND OF ZELDA:

LINK'S AWAKENING Nintendo 1 39

Q DONKEY KONG LAND Nintendo 3 18

O SUPBt MARIO LAND 2:‘Ss
!"

Nintendo 2 45

4 DONKEY KONG Nintendo 9 23

5 METROID II: rctukn or samus Nintendo 4 55

6 ASTEROIDS/

MISSILE COMMAND Nintendo — 3

7 WARIO LAND: supa mario lahd 3 Nintendo 8 24

8 KILLER INSTINCT Nintendo 6 7

9 GALAGA/GALAXIAN Nintendo - 7

10 KIRBY'S BLOCK BALL Nintendo NEW 1

W VIRTUAL10YTOP5
— GAMt COMPANY m (Jut

O WARIO LAND Nintendo 1 9

2 MARIO'S TENNIS Nintendo 2 9

3 3-D TETRIS Nintendo - 2

4 GALACTIC PINBALL Nintendo 3 8

5 MARIO CLASH Nintendo 4 7



LCTTm CONTINUE.

He Just Keeps Going

and Going ...

One day, I was home play-

ing Nintendo when I got one

of my bright ideas, you

know, the kind that usually

backfire. I

looked over at

my R.O.B.

(Robotic

Operating

Buddy) and

decided to make him

mobile. As you can see, I

mounted him on an old

remote control car. All I

need to do is flip the ort/off

switch on R.O.B. and he

goes about 30 feet. I can

even control him using

Gyromite, the NES game that

works with R.O.B. I have

been working on steering for

him, but so far I have been

unsuccessful. I haven't

thought of a name yet and

maybe you guys could name

it. I got this crazy idea from

your article on "Nintendo

Times: Ten Years of NES

History" in Volume 78 in

which you had R.O.B. doing

different things in history.

Dave Rubarsky

Clinton, Connecticut

Knocks on nominations

I would like to say that I

love your magazine, but it

does need small improve-

ments. For example, I loved

your comics. I would auto-

matically flip to them as

soon as I got my Nintendo

Power. About the '95

Nintendo Power Awards,

basically I agree with most

of your choices for nomi-

nees, but one thing I totally

disagree with was in the cat-

egory of Best Hero/Heroine

you nominated Boogerman

instead of somebody from

Chrono Trigger like Crono

or Marie. They're easily

cooler than Boogerman.

Other than that I liked

choosing the awards.

Terence E. Omelan

Winnipeg, Manitoba

Ancient Arena

I think Arena looked better

the way it was done before,

like in Volume 76.

Brian Ellis

Inglewood, California

Let the Games Begin

The Arena? The only thing

that I can say is WOW! It

looks 3X's better than the

original. The only problem

is that I like sports games.

So if you could, could you

put games like NBA Jam

Tournament Edition and

Ken Griffey ]r. baseball in

the Arena!

Gary Baxter

North ludson, Indiana

Check out this month's

Arena, Gary, for a home run

derby with Ken Griffey lr. 's

Winning Run.

Suggestions

This mag kicks butt! I myself

am a new subscriber to

Nintendo Power and do not

regret my decision to get a

subscription. I think that this

magazine has come a long

way since it first came out.

(I should know, my brother

used to have a subscrip-

tion.) I especially like the

articles on games to come,

and am looking forward to

the release of the N64.

I only have a few minor

suggestions. (1) Classified

Information is great! Since

you have something great,

expand it. Make it bigger!

(2) I see no need for the

Arena, a place where peo-

ple can brag about their

high scores. That makes us

not-as-good gamers feel

somewhat put down, which

brings me to my point

—

dump the Arena.

Zach DuBord
via the Internet

Since you're on the Net,

Zach, check out our new
Classified Information Code

Bank. You can read all

about it right in this here

issue. As for Arena—hey, it's

as much about challenging

yourself as it is about beat-

ing others. And everyone

wants to become a better

player!

AloonitigoverlAdnila

I like the staples instead of

the glue binding, and I wish

that you'd bring back both

the manila folder back-

ground for Classified

Intelligence and the comics.

Mart Kuhn

Princeton, New jersey

WRITE AWAY RIGHT AWAY!
What news out of E3 grabbed yaur brain?

Let the world know what you're looking forward to.
Drop us a line!

NINTENDO POWER PLAYER'S PULSE
P.O. BOX 37033

REDMOND. WA 98073-9733
E-mail: NOAPulse@Nintendo.com



“The wait is over. Now the world can really see what we have

known for awhile...the real power of the N64!!

This is only the beginning!”

Ken Lobb, Nintendo Product Manager

THE SECOND
COMING OF
MARIO
Mario came to life like never before: run-

ning, jumping, performing handstands

and back flips, swimming, flying and

laughing with delight. The little plumber

from Brooklyn who had charmed the

world for so long was no longer just a

couple of moving sprites crossing a flat

background. On the Nintendo 64's

North American debut at E3, Mario

seemed to breathe in the three dimen-

sions of his new home, and the gaming

world stood in awe. By all accounts,

Super Mario 64 stole the show, setting

the stage for the September 30th launch

of the Nintendo 64 in the United States

and Canada. But that is just the begin-

ning. In the following pages, you'll share

in the E3 experience and taste the future

of video gaming.



E3: THE
PLACE TO BE

z

L.A. is known as the place where things

begin. Trends. Fads. Lifestyles. Entertain-

ment. If it's new and exciting, it was prob-

ably discovered in L.A. Add to the list the

discovery of the real next generation of

gaming courtesy of Nintendo's N64. The

machine that began life three years ago as

Project Reality became a reality to more

than fifty-thousand people at E.3. The

press lapped it up like parched desert

explorers who have stumbled upon a

giant snow cone. It was no mirage. At

Nintendo's press conference, the people

who play games for a living gasped and

cheered and applauded. It was unusual

behavior for this cynical bunch. So what

was the big event? Casually, two of

Nintendo's game evaluators sat on the

edge of the stage and performed feats

never before seen on any video or arcade

game. The N64 proved itself to be every-

thing Nintendo and Silicon Graphics had

promised it would be. The wait was over.

The fun machine had arrived.

mum 86 O
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In many ways, this E3 was the culmination

of a dream for Nintendo's revered game

designer, Shigeru Miyamoto. With the com-

pletion of Super Mario 64, he realized the

dream that spawned the creation of the

Nintendo 64. Without his vision of what a

3-D game should and could be, there prob-

ably never would have been a Project

Reality and an N64. Miyamoto seemed

relaxed and happy in the spotlight when he

addressed hundreds of on-line fans in a

Nintendo Power Source auditorium event.

Here's what he had to say:

Question: Hey Mr. Super Mario Man, Will

there be a Yoshi in Super Mario 64?

MrMiyamoto: A special tip for on-line users

only: Yes, he should be in there somewhere,

but if you just play like an average player,

you won't find him. You'll have to keep

playing hard to find Yoshi!

Question: How did you get into designing

games?

MrMiyamoto: It's a very long story. I want-

ed to make something that surprises people.

I didn't know what it would be, but I chose

Nintendo because I thought it was a com-

pany that would be able to make my

dreams come true. It was just coincidence

that video games became popular a few

years after I joined Nintendo.

[Coincidence? Doubtful. Mr. Miyamoto's

first game. Donkey Kong, became an

overnight hit in the arcades.]

Question: Mr. Miyamoto, how many

megabits is Mario 64 (uncompressed that

is)? It looks soooo cool!

MrMiyamoto: The physical size of the

memory chip is 64 megabits. But with com-

pression technology, more that twice that

can be stored in Super Mario 64.

have?

MrMiyamoto: The official number is 15, but

besides that there are an extra 10 worlds or

so, including Bowser.

Question: How does Mario 64 work as a 3-

D game from a second person perspective?

MrMiyamoto: That's a good question. This

is actually the first real 3-D action game. We
had to think very carefully about what to do

with the camera. Finally, we decided to

include several options. Ordinarily, you can

play with the second person's eye view. In

the new Mario game, Lakitu holds the cam-

era for you. You can change the camera

angle and play the game from Mario's view-

point or from a distance from Mario. The

idea is that you can manipulate the camera

to play the different stages most effectively.

Or you can just have fun moving the cam-

era around and seeing different things.

Mr. Miyamoto's final message: Buy the

Nintendo 64! :-) We wanted to create some-

thing quite new, not simply a modified or

improved version of old games. Although

we are using established titles, the content is

quite different.

A MAGIC
KINGDOM
They call them booths, but the corporate

display areas of the big video game com-

panies and publishers are more like

miniature theme parks. Nintendo of

America's booth surpassed them all in

size, excitement and flash. At 46,687

square feet, the Nintendo booth boasted

multiple levels, a vast Nintendo 64 arena

with a sweeping entrance ramp and a 60

by 20 foot display screen. Sixty-four N64

consoles commanded the attention of

visitors to Nintendo's booth and several

third-party publishers including Williams

and Acclaim. Beyond the crush of the

N64 area, you could chat with a pup-

petronic Mario or Wario, check out the

slim, new Game Boy Pocket, or try

upcoming hits for the Super NES. You

could even get a lesson in how video

games are made, demonstrated by the

DigiPen school of computer game

design. Some people dined in Cafe Luigi

while others nearby feasted on the ACM
graphics of Ken Griffey Jr.'s Winning Run

and Donkey Kong Country 3: Dixie's

Double Trouble for the Super NES.

Diehard puzzle fans staked out their ter-

ritory at the Tetris Attack stations, mes-

merized for hours on end. There were

new games for Virtual Boy and Super

Game Boy and new interactive displays

that will let you play N64 games in the

store. And if you wanted all the news

from the show all at once, you could

stop by and chat live with Nintendo

Power Source's three on-line cyberjocks:

NOA Paul, NOA Amy and NOA Travis.

NINJENDO POWER



Shadows of the Empire, Mortal

» Kombat Trilogy, and Turok:

Dinosaur Hunter. Ten games

in all, twice as many as any-

one had anticipated. All of

the titles featured impres-

Isl sive graphics, even

B4 BITS
OF FUN

I
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WHO’S
DEVELOPING
NOW?
Some of the biggest news at E3 con-

cerned third party publishers

announcing that they will develop

games for the Nintendo 64.

Headlining this group is Interplay,

which will bring a new version of

the PC action hit, Descent, to the

64-bit platform. Brian Fargo, the presi-

dent of Interplay, stated, "Nintendo is

clearly leading the way into the next

generation..." In the past. Interplay has

done some leading on its own, creating

some of the most innovative games for

the Super NES, including Rock 'N Roll

Racing, The Lost Vikings and

Blackthorne. Although Interplay hasn't

decided which titles will follow Descent,

the company plans to look at all of its

properties including its new line of VR

Sports games and a project in the early

stages from Shiny Entertainment, the

developer of Earthworm Jim 2.

Williams Entertainment announced

additional N64 titles, giving it the largest

N64 lineup after Nintendo. The new

NBA Hang Time arcade game and War

Cods will join Doom 64 and Mortal

Kombat Trilogy. In addition to those

titles, Robotron X has also been

announced.

Just after the show, Kemco showed us

some early, hi-res animation from Top

Gear Rally for the Nintendo 64. The origi-

nal Top Gear games gave Super NES play-

ers some of the hottest road action in 1
6-

bits. For 64-bit action, TG Rally promises

more thrills. The game design includes

options for customizing tracks, cars and

weather conditions. How big is this news?

The Alias animation looks better than

Daytona USA in the arcade, that's how big.

GT Interactive, a new player in the

video game development scene, is gear-

ing up to make several games for the

N64, including Ultra Combat. This game

is being developed by Software

Creations and features futuristic 3-D

helicopter and tank battles. The views we

have seen include cool vehicles blowing

up cities.. .what could lie better than that?

NINTENDO POWER



The following list of announced N64 games
doesn't include the titles now in development in

japan by third party publishers, many of
'

, K which will be available in North AmericaH in the future.

f
ffl „

Super Mario 64

Pilotwings 64

Legend of Zelda 64
‘ Wave Race 64

Super Mario RPG 2

Blast Corps

Goldeneye 007

Body Harvest

Star Fox 64

Star Wars: Shadows of the Em
Super Mario Kart R

Kirby's Air Ride

Cruis'n USA
Tetrisphear

Buggie Boogie

Ken Griffey Jr. Baseball

Killer Instinct 64

Doom 64

Wayne Gretzky's 3-D Hockey

Mortal Kombat Trilogy

NBA Hang Time

War Gods

Robotron X

Turok: Dinosaur Hunter

Descent

Ultra Combat

Top Gear Rally

FIFA Soccer

Monster Dunk
Robotech: Crystal Dreams

Mission: Impossible

Freak Boy

Nintendo

Nintendo

Nintendo

Nintendo

Nintendo

Nintendo

Nintendo

Nintendo

Nintendo

e Nintendo

Nintendo

Nintendo

Nintendo

Nintendo

Nintendo

Nintendo

Nintendo

Williams

Williams

Williams

Williams

Williams

Williams

Acclaim

Interplay

GT Interactive

Kemco

EA Sports

Mindscape

Gametek

Ocean

Virgin

news, Capcom
reported that its

j

lapanese devel-

opers now have
|

N64 develop-

ment kits and

that in-house

teams have begun planning foFtheir first

title, which remains unnamed at this

time. Other lapanese companies known
to have development kits include Enix,

Konami, Koei and Tecmo. About 80

games are in some stage of development

in Japan alone. Furthermore, virtually

every third-party licensee we met at E3

was itching to start N64 development,

and most already had taken the initial

steps to get pre-approval from Nintendo.
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SUPER IXIES

KEEPS UIV
ROLLING
With all the talk about Nintendo 64

games, you may think that the

world lost sight of the Super NES.

Not so. In fact, several of

Nintendo's 16-bit games were the

best in their category. Ken Griffey

Jr.'s Winning Run sent the

competing 32-bit baseball

games down to the minor

leagues and Tetris Attack

was the standout puzzle

game of the show. Donkey

Kong Country 3: Dixie's

Double Trouble introduced

a funky new Kong

character while

pushing Rare's

ACM graphics

even further than DKC 2. The ren-

dered graphics of Super Mario

RPG: Legend of the Seven Stars also

shined, but it was the mix of adven-

ture and action in this game that

made it one of the most involving

on the show floor. Kirby Super

Star rounded out the fall

lineup from Nintendo, featuring a

total of nine games in 32-megabit

Game Paks.

Donkey Kong Country 3:

Dixie's Double Trouble

Kirby Super Star

Ken Griffey Jr/s Winning

Run

Super Mario RPG

Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3

NBA Hang Time

Marvel Super Heroes in

War of the Gems

NHL '97

Madden NFL '97

Power Rangers Zeo:

Battle Racers

College Football USA '97

War 3010: The Revolution

Ms. Pac-Man

Arcade's Greatest Hits

Brunswick's World

Tournament of

Champions

Mr. Do!

PGA European Tour

Disney's Pinocchio

i@i mum power



Williams and T«HQ were ihe other

two big Super NES publishers. Ultimate

Mortal Kombat 3 and NBA Hang Time

headlined for Williams. The arcade king

also plans a collection of older arcade

classics entitled Arcade’s Greatest Hits

and one of the smash hits of the 80's,

Ms. Pac-man. Both of these Paks will

have low price points so they can com-

pete with discounted games.

T»HQ plans to continue sub-licens-

ing titles from EA Sports, Disney

Interactive and other major developers.

They have firm plans to publish Mr. Do!,

PGA European Tour, NHL '97, College

Football USA '97 and Brunswick's World

Tournament of Champions bowling

game, which has been resurrected.

T*HQ also is looking at Super NES

games that have been completed for

lapan or Europe, so the big news may
still be on the way.

Our first play-test of Capcom's Marvel

Super Heroes in War of the Gems met

with approval. The five super heroes

include Spider-Man, Iron Man, The

Hulk, Captain America and Wolverine.

You use one super hero per mission, so

the trick is to choose the hero who has

the best super power for that stage.

Several Titus games that have been

shown previously have now been com-

pleted. These include Relm, Whiz,

Oscar and Prince of Persia.
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GAME BOY
IN YOUR
POCKET
The most portable portable video game

system in the world turns out to be even

more portable now that Nintendo has

introduced Game Boy Pocket. This sleek

new Game Boy measures about 30%

smaller in volume and half the weight

than the classic Game Boy, but it retains

the same size screen and it works with

all Game Boy Game Paks. In addition to

the slim lines, Game Boy Pocket has a

new black and white LCD screen with

sharper resolution and a matte silver fin-

ish. It is powered by two AAA batteries,

which will

last for about

10 hours of

game play.

And
can

play? To

date, there

are over 430

Game Boy

titles, and

more hits are

on the way,

including

several listed here. Even

Game Boy units already sold, the system

continues to sell more than a million

units each year in North America alone.

Available this September for $59.95,

Game Boy Pocket should keep the tradi-

tion alive.

IN THE
POCKET
If you wanted to try out any of the new

Game Boy titles at E3, you got the

chance to do so on

the new Game Boy

Pocket system. The

biggest titles came

from Nintendo and

included Donkey

Kong Land 2:

Diddy's Kong

Quest, which is the

Game Boy version

of DKC 2 for the

Super NES. Rare

Co. Ltd. used the

same ACM tech-

niques to create the 3-D look of thewith 48 million

graphics. Digger, from Nintendo, fea-

tures puzzle room play similar to that

found in The Adventures of Lolo. Tetris

Attack for Game Boy also debuted.

T»HQ continues to sub-license hot

Game Boy titles from companies such as

EA Sports and Disney Interactive.

Coming up from EA Sports are Madden

'97 and FIFA '97. From Disney

Interactive, look for Disney's Pinocchio.

T»HQ will also release a dual Pak fea-

turing arcade classics, Battlezone and

Super Breakout.

VIRTUAL BOY
The biggest news for Virtual Boy was a

lower manufacturer's suggested price of

$99.95 and software prices ranging

from $29.95 to $39.95. Nintendo also

showed off two new Virtual Boy games

for the first time in North America:

Dragon Hopper and Bound High. Both

games have involving play and use the

unique 3-D capabilities of the Virtual

Boy 32-bit video game system.
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One year ago at the first E3, Nintendo

Power Source debuted on America

Online. In the past twelve months,

Power Source has grown from an elec-

tronic version of Nintendo Power maga-

zine into one of the most interactive

sites in cyberspace, with nearly one mil-

lion visits per month. Besides seeing all

the latest screen shots of Nintendo

games and getting breaking news practi-

cally before it's made, Sourcers hang

out every day in the Loud House and

talk games with each other and

Nintendo's three cyberjocks. To cele-

brate one year of life on-line, NOA Paul,

NOA Amy and NOA Travis took the

long road to E3 from Redmond,

Washington. Traveling by van with NOA
Geoff (the revered head of Power

Source), the cyberjocks headed south to

L.A., stopping in major cities along the

way for press interviews, pranks and

fun. The NOAs even visited Hedgehog

Heaven in Redwood City where they

left their calling card. When they

reached E3, the NOAs set up their com-

puters at the Nintendo Power booth

where they chatted live throughout the

show to the thousands of Sourcers who

couldn't be there.

Power Source also -

featured auditori-

um events with

Shigeru Miyamoto, (' w
Paradigm Simulations, l

and a panel of video

game journalists who *
shared their views of m m
the hottest games at E3. ^
What were the hottest .

games? All of the panelists

agreed that the N64 took the prize

and that Super Mario 64 set a

new standard by which all video 4
games will be judged in the future.

This was definitely Nintendo's show and

it was good to have you stop by.

The cyberjocks cruised by van
and kart from Redmond to L.A.

Amy, Travis and Paul took their

Power Source, on-line shows
on the road, then reported live

from E3.
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If you need proof that Nintendo is

still committed to putting out the
very best games for 16-bit fans,

just uioit until you play Kirby Super
Star coming this fall for Super N€S!

Vou'll be awestruck by the huge
variety of adventures that await

i our pink and pudgy pal in the

world of Dream Land. And
because you can play each level

independent of the others, it's

like having nine great

f Kirby games in one!

Who says you can't teach an old hero new

tricks? Besides being able to suck up bad-

dies and then adopt their powerful per-

sonas, Kirby has learned how to turn these

villains into useful sidekicks by spitting

them back out. Not only can he keep his

new pals going strong by sharing snacks,

but best of all, Kirby can still power up by

polishing off another enemy.

Whether you're a loyal Kirby fan or

you're just discovering the rotund rascal for the

first time, our roly-poly pal is going to wow you

in this winning game. While classic Kirby fun can

be found in several stages (with favorite foes like

King Dedede returning, for example), the new

graphics and game play make Kirby Super Star a

shining standout in an already stellar series.

A feathery foe is devouring

all the crops in Oream Land

and Kirby must put a stop

to the high-flying fiend.

The Pink One will have to

employ the help of some
sidekicks if he hopes to

defeat this oversized fowl.

No matter how
many Kirby

i games you've

|
you're going to

be completely
floored by the

vast variety of
^ 4 ^

adventure, game play, and fun to be had in our

hefty hero's newest outing.

If Kirby turns a

foe into a fast

snack, he'll gain

some amazing

powers and the

chance to cre-

ate a useful

friend.



KIRBY SUPER STAR

NINE GAME* IN ONE!
While the goal of saving Dream Land gives the entire game a cohesive theme, you're sure to love the fact that each level

offers players a unique objective, multiple stages, and differing game play. To top it all off, the levels can be played in

practically any order you choose! You'll start off with four different levels to choose from (plus two mini-games), and when
you complete those, you'll have two more challenging levels to take on. When you finish them both, Kirby can head to

the Arena, where he'll face off in battle against all the level bosses!

J
All the food in

f Dream Land

has disap-

peared and Kirby

must fight to

prevent a widespread

famine! Being one of the

easier levels, it's a good
place to start getting

Kirby's foe-snacking

skills into shape!

Dream Land's sun and moon seem to be
having a squabble, so Kirby goes planet

hopping in hopes of restoring peace
among the planets. It's possibly the

strangest stage in space you'll ever play!

Kirby soars skyward aboard the warship

Halberd to take on the dreaded Meta-
Knight and his wisecracking minions. Get
ready for plenty of mechanized mayhem
as you try to clip this warbird's wings!

ISTHtf1

Our portly pal heads off on a

v treasure hunt where collecting

\ loot is just as important as

1 giving baddies the boot! Look

/ for secret switches and hid-
f den pathways that can lead

Kirby to the precious plunder.

SPRINC BREEZE COURMET BMP

MILKY WAY
WISHES

The two mini-games in Kirby Super Star prove that you don't need long levels and com-
plex goals to have big fun. In fact, they're possibly the coolest, and simplest, sections

of the game.

MECATON
PUNCH

All you need to

land the perfect

punch is a

power meter,

a pair of cross-

hairs, and a pendulum. Sounds a bit strange? It is! But
believe us, once you start playing, you probably

won't want to stop!

SAMURAI
KIRBY

THE ARENA
No diehard Kirby fan will want to miss

this final, and extremely difficult,

level, which pits our pink hero and the
pal of his choice against all the bosses
in the game. You'd better master all of

Kirby's cool moves!

Nothing could be

more fun than

an old-fashioned

fan fight! Simply

stare down your
opponent as you wait for that perfect moment to

strike. No combo moves are needed, but you'd better
have nerves of steel!

mmist 0
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' flat, you'll need to move your

ft. blocks quickly to survive

o Tetris Attack. Get
ready for Nintendo's most

mesmerizing puzzle game
since Dr. Mario. Tetris

Attack is a password-

backed game of colorful

columns and tiles for one

or two players. Once you

try it, you’ll be hooked.

While other Tetris games have pieces

require a perfect fit, Tetris Attack has blocks

that need a perfect match. As colored tiles

rise up from the bottom of the screen, you

need to flip them laterally into rows and

columns of three or more identical tiles.

When this happens, the row or column you

put together disappears. The game ends if the

stack of tiles grows to the top of the screen.
Not sure where you're going next? Yoshi pro-

vides a running commentary on the functions

and purpose of every menu in the game.

Customize your Tetris Attack game or just snoop

around and have fun on the Option menu. There are

more settings to tweak and twist than any other puz-

zle game around. Get tough and select from one of

eight computer player difficulty levels, sample over

100 sound effects, browse through the thirteen char-

acter profiles (including their signature background If a game isn't tough enough for you, try I

r i- l .
bumping up the computer player diffi- I

music) or even switch the game text Irom English to
cu | tv level on the Option menu.

0 NINTENDO POWER



TETRIS ATTACK

pin-J jilsKI
The One-Player menu has five different games I i .>]}

for all levels and styles of game players. You can It'
|

'" '

' ]|

play the game fast and furious in Endless, Time I _ Jl

Trial, Stage Clear or Vs. modes, or bide your L'
,

. / ;v*°"w
time and carefully think out your next move in |

Puzzle mode. One-Player Vs. mode e«en has
There's always somethin, fresh to play in

a story line about Yoshi's adventure to save his Tetris Attack. Choose from five different

friends on Yoshi's Island. Endless, Time Trial and games in One-Player mode.

Stage Clear are similar to one another in format

but offer enough variety to keep things interesting. r—

/

The action is fast in Stage

Clear mode, where the

object is to reduce the rising

stack of tiles to the flashing

Clear Line.

You can clear the tiles in Puzzle mode
at a leisurely pace, but there is a limit

to how many moves you can make.

t&ld iiij/jj iwDB
Two-player games include Time Trial and Vs. modes. In Time

Trial mode you compete for the highest score, but in Vs. mode, you attempt to

drop blocks on your opponent's tiles by linking chains and combinations of four

I

~~~~1
or more tiles. Both two-player mode games

j ^ feature a handicap cipii.m. allowing two

Ifclpl-WKn^ against each other head-to-head

Time Trial mode is a

race for the high-

est score. Players

have two minutes
to clear as many
tiles from the

screen as possible.

Dump a block or two on your oppo-
nent by linking four or more identical

tiles horizontally or vertically in the

Vs. game.

tack also features a user-friendly. How To Improve menu. If you're looking

techniques and strategies, take a quick, step-by-step lesson on methods for

scoring big by clearing mountains of tiles with

g—Bg combinations and explosive :hain reactions. The

extra training pays off when you lake on an oppo-

nent in a two-player match.

Take a lesson or two to improve your
game skills and learn about compli-

cated chains and combos in the How
To Improve menu.

PlflV ON€
GAM€ AND
VOU'll B€
HOOK€D

Tetris Attack is very easv to learn but

requires time to master. Whether

you're flipping tiles against the dock

or another opponent, this game is so

mesmerizing you'll find yourself beg-

ging for just one more match.

NUNIITED CHALLENGE
With five different games in One-

Player mode and exciting Vs. action
in Two-Player mode, Tetris Attack
has something tor every puzzle

game Ian.

TAKE ON BOUISER
Stage Clear mode culminates in a battle

with the King of the Koopas. Use combina-
tions of four or more tiles or chain reac-

tions to deliver your knock-out blow.

J V
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Having already seen

popular success on the

silver screen and a vari-

ety of gaming platforms,

Water World, a post-

apocalyptic vision of our

fine planet submerged,

uiiil debut in September
as a one-player adven-

ture for Game Boy from,

appropriately. Ocean.

It's not simply a knock-

off of the Super N€S or

Virtual Boy versions, so

players will be pleasant-

ly surprised to learn that

this game offers entirely

new levels for would-be-

Mariners to master.

®1995 Ocean Software

LTD & PAM Development.

In the last level

of Water World,

the Mariner must
make his way
across an atoll

while stockpiling

ammo, punishing

Smokers, and

avoiding numer-

ous nets.

« A Future World
Mired in Misery

In a world where the melting polar ice caps have completely cov-

ered the earth in water, the remnants of humanity must struggle

simply to survive. A savage band of Smokers ter-

rorizes the high seas, dangerous creatures lurk

within the ocean's depths, and a once thriving civ-

ilization lies ruined beneath the waves. In the

Game Boy version of Water World, players take

on the persona of the Mariner, a lone sailor whose

ability to breathe under water gives him a leg up

in these trying times. Even with his special talent,

this game is not a quick paddle in the kiddie pool.

The slightest mistake can lead the Mariner to a

quick and watery grave.

Q) NINTENDO POWED
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WATER WORLD

The Mariner's mission begins with a swim in the sea, where submerged cities now
lay host to dangerous predators. The aquatic hero must race the clock (as he will in

all levels) while collecting ammo, energy hearts, and hordes of starfish. You'll gain

an extra life for every 100 starfish you find—that is, if the ferocious fish and sharp-

toothed sharks don't find you first! After all six undersea stages, you'll climb aboard

the Mariner's trimaran for a trip around a maze-like atoll. Unfortunately, smooth

sailing is not in the forecast, as Smokers try to

sink your rig on sight. While avoiding the bob-

bing mines, sail over energy and ammo barrels
*

to keep your boat afloat. Finally, in the most

difficult series of stages in the game, you'll 2
lake off on foot in a race across the Smoker's k t.^
aging atoll. .

Swimming, sailing, and running are the

main modes of play, but the Mariner ha
been known to climb undersea cliffs

and swing on submerged lamp poles.

{^M While some may find the

graphics in Water World a

nk . •
I

bit simplistic, the fine

Att _ _j character control and the

fluidity of the Mariner's

movements make up for

any visual shortcomings. You'll marvel at

the way the Mariner can be precisely

angled to avoid undersea obstacles, the life-

like way he hauls himself up on a ledge,

and how he uses a lamp pole to swing up

to new heights. (He actually pumps his

legs to gain greater momentum!) Only

the sailing controls seem awkward at

first, but after a few tries, boating is sim-

ply a breeze.

He may be a highly skilled hero, but a wast-
ed bullet or misstep can lead the Mariner
into a life of imprisonment in the punishing

Water World!

9
>ne Hero
Sea of Troubles GAME

BOY

PREVIEW
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Dorin (he Dragon Prince

lived a happy life in

the magical Kingdom
of Celestia until the

corrupt prime minister

jailed his family*

Pursued by soldiers,

Dorin fled his home, fls

he ran away, he tripped

and fell into a mysteri-

ous hole, landing in the

Land of Foeron. Help
him find his way bock to

the surface and save
Celestia in Nintendo's

Dragon Hopper, a bat-

tery-backed, 3-D adven-
ture for Virtual floy.

Hop up to a new perspective in Virtual Boy adven-

ture games. Prince Dorin, a dragon with moves like

a kangaroo, must scale seven airy, terraced worlds

to return to his kingdom and rescue his family.

Despite its challenging leaps and mazes, Dragon

Hopper isn't a difficult game to finish. Since the

game doesn't force players to build levels or spend

hours trying to defeat a frustrating guardian, a few

hard-core gamers might even finish their quest in

one weekend. But the game has so many random

spells and hidden areas that players won't be

to find all of them in a single

game. It's a sure bet that

many players will return to

unite Dorin with his dragon

family over and over again.

Dragon Hopper is a 3-D adventure

game played on a multitude

of maze levels. In the sequence

of photos on the left, Dorin hops

down a series of terraces

to reach a jump platform on

the ground floor.

0 NINTENDO POVIEK



DRAGON HOPPER
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Even on a bad day, Dorin the Dragon can catch more air than

an entire team of NBA all-stars. This is an important talent

since all seven worlds in Dragon Hopper are crammed with

staggered floors, tiny terraces and minuscule platforms.

Jumping is the only way to get around. Dorin won't get hurt if

trots beneath a platform: A user-friendly feature turns all of the

upper floors transparent whenever Dorin walks beneath them,

so you always have a view of the action. As you jump higher

and higher, the floors far below gradually fade from view. But

don't set your sights too high. Many hidden treasures can be
he falls to the ground

unless there isn't any to

land on. You can't lose

sight of your dragon if he

found on the

lowest floors of

the mazes.

The large blocks in the foreground are actu-

ally stairs leading to a higher floor. Use
Dorin's jumping skills to hop up blocks or

stomp through floors. Nearly every maze
has hidden coins or rooms.

Each world has a hidden warp tile that

teleports you to a magic shop. Here
you can spend your hard-earned Star

Coins on new spells or pay to play for

the chance to win more money in a

Bonus Room game.

If Dorin explores any areas beneath a hie

the overhead floor turns transparent. This user-

friendly feature helps ypu identify and confront any
enemies lurking nearby in the shadows.

Dragon Hopper has seven worlds filled with
platform mazes. The leaps become more diffi-

cult as Dorin climbs up out of the Great Tunnel,
latform, crosses the plains of Earth and enters the

Tower of Infinity.

Cutter, the guardian of the Earth Level, is

determined to take a slice of your life. Unlike

most adventure games, Dragon Hopper lets

players use a variety of attacks and tactics

to dispatch major enemies.

Each time Dorin rescues a Fairy Spirit, he receives an elemental power. When you
free the Earth Spirit from his prison in the Great Tunnel, he gives you the power to

create a large earthquake that destroys enemies and crumbles weak floors. The Water
Spirit is locked away in a rusty cage in the Earth Level. She can teach you the magic

When you rescue Fairy Spirits, they give you
clues and special dragon powers. The Earth
Spirit gives you the power of the Earth Dragon
while the Water Spirit shares the Ice Dragon's
magical ability.

While the

Spirits give

you magical

powers, they know
little about the powerful being that kid-

napped them. The identity of the kidnapper

will be revealed as you meet other

creatures during your quest.

mm st Q
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took flight at E3, play-

ers of the original

Super NES hit and the

uninitiated alike lined up to

take their turns at the controls of the N64

sequel. They formed lines as soon as the

doors opened and continued to crowd

around the display through dosing. What

they experienced, from first- and third-

person perspectives, was interactive,3-D

realism unprecedented in a video game

—

and it blew them away.

In some ways, Pilotwings 64's realism

shouldn't come as a surprise. The game is

a result of a collaborative effort between

Nintendo and Paradigm Simulations Inc.,

which is known for its expertise in the

flight simulation industry. When the mas-

ters of video game magic and the expert

ents, the result is real fun, as those

who sampled the game at

E3 can attest.

But as impressive

as Pilotwings 64'

realism is—and it

is impressive—
what may really

captivate play-

ers is the fun

factor. Just as

Paradigm's
expertise is clearly

evident in the

game's flight mechan-

ics, Mr. Miyamoto's touch

is obviously there, too, in the

elements that make it more than a flight

sim: it's also a high-flying, thrilling adven-

hallenging as it

to meet the mission goals in the dif-

ferent stages, it's just as intriguing

to simply fly around lands

that beg for exploration.

This month, our mission

is to take you on a

reconnaissance of

Pilotwings 64. This is

an incomplete ver-

sion of the game, so

some details, such as

the characters' names,

might change. Even so,

it's plain to see that it's

going to be a blast. It's real

fun that's really fun. So stow all

electronic devices and bring your seat

backs to their full, upright positions.

Prepare for takeoff!

© NINTENDO POWER
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he Hang Glider is the most graceful

from of flight you can experience

without actually being a bird (or

Birdman). With it, you ride the air currents

and wing effortlessly through the sky. When
you begin to lose altitude, you'll have to find

thermals—rising currents of warm air—to

raise back up. When using the Hang Glider,

you can take snapshots of interesting sights,

and there are plenty of them. In fact, you can

create a photo album to record your travels.

Rocket Belt

® f you've ever dreamed of having

your own, personal jet pack, the

Rocket Belt is the vehicle for you,

Unlike the Hang

Glider, which puts you at

the mercy of the air

alone for altitude con-

trol, the Rocket Belt lets

you turn on the burners to

fly upward, then you can lay

off the gas to let yourself float

back down to investigate inter-

esting objects or areas. You can

hover and brake, too. It's indepen-

dent air travel at its best!

<

1

he Gyrocopter is a hybrid flying machine,

with characteristics of both plane and heli-

copter. It has propellers that control propul-

sion and direction, but it doesn't hover like a heli-

copter. You take off and land as you would in a plane,

and you can set the Gyrocopter down on runways,

roads, and even flat surfaces such as meadows so you

can explore the surrounding area at ground level.

One of the coolest things about the Gyrocopter is that

you can fire missiles using the Z Button.

mmcii Q<



Aerial Views
n the world (

Pilotwings 64,

there are three

islands and one

huge continent to explore.

Using the different flight

vehicles, you can take

on different missions

and earn points for your

efforts. The number of points

you earn determines whether

you'll earn bronze, silver or

gold wings. As a Beginnei

before you've earned wings

any kind, you'll test your ski

on Holiday Island. When
you've proven yourself, you'll

be able to move on to Ever

Frost and Crescent Islands,

then on to Little States. As

we've said, though, exploring

the areas is half the fun—at least. You might not stop to smell the

roses, but there are lots of other interesting asides. Swoop down to

see what's happening on the beach. Close in on the fishing boats

and eavesdrop. Snap a photo of whales at sea. There are hidden

places to explore, and special items to find—if you take the time.

Holiday Island is the first stop on the

Pilotwings 64 itinerary. From there, aspir-

ing pilots fly on to the frozen isle of Ever

Frost, to the tropics of Crescent Island

and finally to Little States and its familiar

landmarks.

Mui -J
ith its never-ending carnival, white

sandy beaches and first-class resort

hotel, Holiday Island is undoubtedly a

popular vacation destination for wing-

weary pilots. As you fly over the coastal waters,

you see a catamaran, and you can see—and

hear—a pleasure boat, if you draw

close enough. In fact, you have to

crank up the sound to play this

game. If you don't, you’ll miss the

sound of gently falling

showers at the fountains

and the roar of the waterfall,

can even hear the

festive music from the carnival

when you close in on it.

Holiday Island is a training

ground of sorts, but

it holds secrets, loo. You

iimmopomH
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® rom the warm waters and atmosphere

of Holiday Island, it's on to the ice-

capped isle of Ever Frost. As you might

expect, aerodynamics are different in

frigid air. Here you'll be faced with the

game's tallest peak, ice caves just

waiting to be

explored, and

icebergs bob-

bing in the

chilly waters. If you

use the Rocket Belt,

you can actually

land on the ice-

bergs! And if you

swoop down close to

the water and explore,

you'll come upon a pod of

whales. Stick with them to

hear whale sounds. The
island itself might look like a

barren wasteland, but there's lots

to do here. Capture an N64 Flag, play bop the bal-

loon and go spelunking with the Rocket Belt.

C rescent Island is a tropi-

cal atoll with varied terrain

and challenging missions.

You'll discover palm trees on

the beach, power boats off shore and a

tall peak with a landing site at its sum-

mit. Next to a waterfall on a hillside lush

with tropical vegetation, there's another

cave that you'll have to navigate

using the Rocket Belt. And
when you use the Hang Glider

to fly to the island, you'll have

to be a sharp-shooter: you'll

be challenged to snap shots of

a whale and the ornate fountain

in front of a hotel. You wouldn't want to

visit a scenic spot like Crescent Island

without checking out the surf, so be sure

to scan the shore for local attractions.

volume st Q
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fcb espite its name, Little States is

largest of the areas you'll explore, and it

Jr hears an uncanny resemblance to the

good ol' U.S. of A. As you fly from coast to

coast, L.A. to New York, Seattle to Cape

Canaveral, you'll see all sorts of famous land-

marks—and some surprising sights, to boot.

In San Francisco, you'll see the Golden

Gate Bridge, in Saint Louis, the

Gateway Arch. The Statue of Liberty

graces New York Harbor in the Big

Apple, and if you scan the hillsides

of L.A., you'll find the famed

"Hollywood" sign. If you wing it to

Washington, D.C., you can fly bv

historic monuments, such as the

Washington Monument and the Lincoln

Memorial, and buzz the President atjhome

on Pennsylvania Avenue. And don* miss

Mount Rushmore, in South EJkota.

Somebody's been busy adding a nw face

to the granite hillside, and that lace shears a

familiar mustache! After taking in the

famous sights, look for uncommon attrac-

tions such as a western ghost towrY'.and

America's answer to the Loch Ness MonrStei^

ilotwings 64 also includes bonus ga

j
you earn for attaining high scor«

W you can become a human CannoiW you can become a human Cannonball, go

Diving, try bouncing around using the

Hopper, a set of springy shoes, or select Bird

experience serene exploration and the me

ural, realistic flight of all. The Bird Man

lit drew the most oooh

aahhs at E3, air

o V
r ’

.:..lookc-r< with - m
bly smooth anhnatioi

& nmmopowm
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Paradigm Simulation Inc.: The Flight Crew
w an

Dave Gatchel, VP of entertainment
applications at Paradigm.

ou've been reading about Paradigm in Pak Watch ever since early announcements about

the Nfa4 appeared, so you know that it's noted for creating ultra-realistic flight simulators

like those used by the military to train pilots. When Nintendo went looking tor the kind of

expertise that would make Pilotwings 64 an exceptional flight experience, Paradigm was a

natural choice. Together, Nintendo and Paradigm set out to develop a

game that took advantage of the N64's power to create incredibly realistic

flight in a totally interactive, 3-D environment.

For all its experience with highly technical military flight sims, Paradigm

had no experience with flight sim games. For the gaming expertise,

Paradigm developers relied on Nintendo's ace development team, EAD.
According to Dave Gatchel, vice president of entertainment applications

at Paradigm, Pilotwings 64 was a collaborative effort. "We were able to

take advantage of Nintendo's game knowledge. Mr. Miyamoto was the

producer—he helped dictate the devel-

opment strategy. Working with them

[EAD1 was great. They were the cre-

ative input, we were the arm that figured out how to imple-

ment the ideas on the N64."

Paradigm used its next generation software tool, Vega

UltraVision 1", to create the lushly textured, 3-D environment.

According to Gatchel, Paradigm developers were experienced

at using SGI workstations, with their anti-aliasing capabilities

and their high-end feature sets, to create their military flight

sims, but they were extremely surprised to find those same ele-

ments in a video game console costing less than $250. You can

see from the images shown on these pages how beautiful the

Pilotwings 64 environment turned out to be.

But looks are only part of Pilotwings 64's success. It's the

feeling of flight that players are most eager to experience, and the N64 controller makes
it possible. "It plays a big part in making our game
unique,'' commented Gatchel. "With the Hang
Glider, we wanted the player to experience the feel-

ing of catching a thermal and of banking. It wouldn't

have been possible without the controller."

Gatchel and others from Paradigm were overwhelmed

by the reaction to Pilotwings 64 at E3. Amy Bayers, market-

ing manager, and Bruce Caridi, vice president of marketing,

went on-line with Nintendo Power Source for an Auditorium

event during the show. "We're ecstatic," Bayers said. "We are totally excited

that people are finally able to play one our games!"

And play it they will. Pilotwings 64

will be one of the first games
available for the N64, so look for strate-

gic coverage in upcoming issues. Until

then, you can see what's happening at

Paradigm by tapping into its website

on the net at www.Paradigmsim.com.

You can also download the complete

transcript from Paradigm's E3

Auditorium event with Nintendo Power

Source (AOL Keyword: Nintendo.com).

?s
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PRD EDITION

winning a professional tournament is tougher

than landing a twenty pound large-

mouth on ten pound .

test line. If you're /# ..

new to the game, CjAgfim .s 11 L
try competing

I 1
'

against the ama-
, |

f
teurs first. BSHn

/

BASS

SsDIO1

Fishing fans can set their hooks in a reel action

game from Black Pearl Software. Rise through

the tournament rankings in your quest to win it

all in BASS Masters Classic: Pro Edition,

a 1 6-Megabit, password-backed
|

game. Unlike fishing games
that make you sit and wait,

BASS Masters Classic: Pro

Edition is fast paced and fun to

watch—even for gamers who
don’t fish. Read on-and learn

about this catch of theiday.

-Jar

© 1996 Black Pearl Software.

BASS Masters Classic and BASS ANGLERS SPORTSMAN
SOCIETY are registered trademarks of B.A.S.S. Inc.



Ahmed's concentration on accurate
lasting keeps his fishing right on the

target, but he has limited strength.

SAVE?

BATTERY

©A/ -pft

MASTERS CLASSIC: PRO EDITi

BASS Masters Classic Pro Edition is the seventh bass

fishing game for the Super NES. Which game is the best?

That answer depends on your gaming and fishing

preferences. The chart below lists each game and the

features that hook fishing fans. Check the facts and
stats, then draw your own conclusion.

BASS MASTERS „„
CLASSIC: PRO EDITION PASSWORD YES

>UR VIEW. FINDERS LURES LAKES CODES?

BASS MASTERS
CLASSIC PASSWORD

BASSIN S BLACK
BASS BATTERY

MARK DAVIS THE
FISHING MASTER

JIMMY HOUSTON'S BASS
TOURNAMENT USA BATTERY

SUPER BLA

VN BASS TOUF
ENT OFCHAM

* indicates that rr

iwk
nents for the

first time or looking for a chance to weigh in on an
extended campaign for big bass bucks, you need an

Amateur Angler that suits your fishing style. Each of the

six amateurs featured in the game has unique strengths

and weaknesses, but any one of them could win it all

at the weigh-in at the end of the day.

iloehas goodstreni

&
Chloe has good strength and endurance, but
she has trouble with her casting when the
wind kicks up the waves.

2W
Bob has outstanding strength and
endurance, but struggles with his casting.

Most players pick him as a favorite.

SeutdciA 7£.<zttti

Sanders can set a hook in a fish with a quick
flick of the wrist, but he needs to practice
his casting skills

Young Nick has great casting and hooking
skills. He'll be a champion as he grows up
and develops his arm muscles.

Sanl tyieen

Earl has the most balanced skills, although
he can't keep up with a heavy bass like he
could in the old days.

mum

SUPER

NES



FOLLOW THE PACK
When you're starting out for the first time, it's hard to locate

the best fishing holes. One method for overcoming

to watch where your com-this problem

pelitors are fishing. When you come across

a fellow fisherman, watch where they're

stopped and listen to your r

fish finder. Any pings indi-

cate lunkers beneath your H
bo.it Note the location of

the sound, press the A H
liiillon to reverse vom H
boat's and < n-l I
v ii 1 1 line on till' spot.

Your fellow 'competi

tors know Pebble

Lake’s secrets. Watch
where they drop their

line and try fishing in

the same location. Use

your fish finder to pin-

point the location of

the big bass.

C’ejo^fe L&fce.
'ftot Auic

YOUR DAY
Pebble Lake is the first lake in

the BASS Masters Tournament
circuit. Plan your fishing strate-

gy around the time of day and

temperature. Many bass like to

hunt in the shallows during

the morning hours, then

move off into cooler depths

as the temperatures rise

later in the day. Pebble

Lake is huge—plan your

outing carefully so you’re

not tardy returning to

the dock for the weigh-in.

Q



BASS HIASTERS CLASSIC: PRO COITION

e L&Jte
i¥*t Accie

REEL

Eagle Lake is the second lake on
the tournament. Both the com-
petition and the bass are
tougher here. Spend your hard-
earned prize money on the
best rod and reel you can buy.

While you’re visiting the bait

auy heavier line and
sure that you replace

any lures you might have
lost during the last stop.

Rumors persist that the

biggest bass

like to hide

among the

thick weeds
near the

shore until

the sun is

overhead.

LOOKS ARE
ISIG

how big your fish is until you land

Two fish that look identical in size through the li

lure cam can actually vary by three pounds in w
you see a large bass swimming among smalle

moving your bait toward the

fish. Big bass are smarter

less likely to bite, so don't

too disappointed if

fish keeping taking

A small fish is better ilia

no fish at all.

The lens of the lure cam won't let you
I distinguish between a three or five pound
c fish on the line. This often creates pleas-

ant surprises when you land the big ones
at the end of the day.
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While there are plenty of great

fishing spots on Lake Ronkonkama,
you’ll spend most of your time

i getting there unless you upgrade

^ your engine. Buy the best engine

you can afford. Lake
Ronkonkama has a healthy

stock of Northern Pike, so load

your tackle box full of extra

lures. You can’t afford to

waste time fighting with a

pike, but you can dump the

big fish and the lure by
' ~1 intention-

ally break-

h ing your
line.

THE SECRET OF
RONKONKAMA
If you explore the southern shoreline of Lake Ronkonkama, you can

find the secret lake mentioned by the old timer at the Bail Shop. The

secret lake cannot be seen on the map. Explore the creek that drains

into the southeast corner of the lake.

You must work your way carefully up S

the shallow creek or your boat will
^
-mm

run aground. A few lucky anglers . “jjr

have hooked monster bass in the

secret lake. Watch your fish finder \

and pay close attention to the temper- IflH
ature. With the right lure, .1 heavy line *

and a lot of luck, you might catch r/-4y H
a whopper.

-southeast corner

of Lake

(Ronkonkama,

[explore the shallow'

‘tributaries along

rthe shore to locate

,

^the secret lake. You,

rwon't see this hid-
j

;den fishing hole on



BASS MASTERS CLASSIC: PRO EDITION

J^cize

HUG
THE SHORE
There isn’t a lot of shoreline at Sydney
Lake, but you need to take advantage of
as much of it as you can find. Try a top-
water lure in the high grass near the
rocky outcropping scattered across
the lake surface. You’ll risk losing a
lure using this technique, but the risk

is worth the reward.
The record for the
largest bass caught
here is 16 pounds,
13 ounces. Spend
the remainder of

your money buying
the best equipment
you can afford.

THE BIGONES ARE HEF
Some of the world’s largest bass have been
hooked beneath the glittering waves of Lake
Calabasas. This is a shallow body of water
and the big bass like to hide in deep pock-
ets. Depending on the clarity of the water,
use the light colored or scented worm
lures. The Lake Calabasas tournament ii

the final event on the BASS Masters
If you want to be crowned BASS
Classic Champion, you
must finish in first place.
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MEMBER IDENTIFICATION #

Still avoiding the first pair of

bananas, return to the cabin

and grab the balloon.

Repeat step two then return

to the cabin, still avoiding the

first two bananas.

Revivify

Revivify is normally used to

reverse the effects of the

"Zombie" spell, but it will also

obliterate Undead enemies,
including major foes like the

Ghost Train.

Wall Ring Rttack

You can't cast spells directly

on enemies that have reflec-

tive protection, but try casting

an attack spell on a party

member wearing a Wall Ring

and watch what happens!

Holy Krocamole! Kremcoins!
According to our inside sources, this is the only other code

for Donkey Kong Country 2 besides the one we printed in

Volume 83. If you perform the sequence below correctly,

you'll receive a special token that's worth 75 Kremcoins!

You'll be able to dive into the Lost World right away!

Relics and fTlagic Tricks
Here are a few slick tricks for Final Fantasy III that will tip

the odds in your favor. You'll still have a lot of work ahead

of you, but saving the world may take just a little less time.

Voila! You'll receive a whop-
ping 75 Kremcoins!

Now you can explore the Lost

World at your leisure.

Jump over the first two
bananas, then collect the next

bunch on top of the barrels.

Vanishing Ret

Vanish is primarily a defensive

spell, but try casting it on an

enemy, and follow with X-Zone

or Doom. This magical combo
will cause even some major

foes to disappear completely!

Relics

Save items and MP by using

Relics to cure ailments. For

example, equipping a Ribbon

will cure Poison, Dark and Imp.

Experiment with other Relics

to see their effects.

In Pirate Panic, go into K.

Root's cabin {don't collect the

balloon) and then leave.
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Bonus Teams and Extra Points
This code gives you four cool bonus teams and extra skill

points for creating your own players! When the demo starts,

hold Select and press the L and R Buttons rapidly. Wait until

the puck comes to a slop, then press Start. Continue to hold

Select and press L and R until you hear a voice say, "kay-

rog." You'll now be able to choose from the standard teams

plus the High Score, EA Sports, Tiburon and Bus Drivers

teams. You'll also have over 1,000 extra player points to

work with in the Season mode. If the code doesn't work, you

must turn the Control Deck off and on before you try it again.

Debug Ulenu and Invincibility
With all of the excitement over Shadows of the Empire for

the N64, some of us dug out our classic Star Wars games,

only to discover that we hadn't printed two fantastic codes

for Super Empire Strikes Back! To activate these codes, you

must first input the Ultimate Power code (press A, B, Y, X, A,

B, Y, X, A, B, A, B, Y, X, X, Y, A, B, Y and X on the Game Start

screen), which gives you all the Force Powers and unlimited

Thermal Bombs. To access the Debug Menu, press the L and
R Buttons on Controller II anytime during the game. To
become invincible, press and hold Select, A, B, Y and X on
Controller II, then release all the buttons at once. You'll be
invincible until the end of the stage.

Now this is the team you'll

want to play for!

You'll be able to max out all of
your players' attributes.

You can adjust attributes and
use a limited stage select.

Invincibility works in the side

scrolling stages only.

Riddle fTle This. Batman!
We printed this code back in Volume 81, but we neglected

to tell you about one of its effects. Press Left, Up, Left, Left,

A, B and Y on the Game Start screen. This code activates a

stage select, gives you all of the gadgets and allows you to

choose the Riddler as your character in the practice mode!

Skip To The Credits
This password allows you to skip all the muss and fuss and
jump straight to the closing credits. Put your feet up and

have a bronto burger on us!

If you input the code correctly,

the screen will flash.

The Riddler will be available in

the practice mode only.

Enter HOAGIE TAKES COLD
TREES as your password.
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Silver Paints Trick
Do you need more silver points for browsing the shops

or playing the games at the Millenial Fair? Go to the lower

part of Leene Square and speak to the man who is emceeing

the foot races. Bet on one of the racers, then get in front of

the line before the race starts. Walk back and forth in front

of the racers (except the one you bet on) to slow them down.

If your runner wins, go back to the emcee to collect your

silver points!

^Invincibility and more fllechs
npyou want to tiptoe through the minefields without being

^tlown up, enter the passwords below, one after the other. If

J
you want different mechs to choose from, press Down, A

and X at the Tiburon Entertainment screen, then type in

"XTRM3K" as your password. To use these codes together,
*

enter the Mech code first, then the Invincibility code. If you

want to start in a specific stage, enter the proper password

p after all codes have been completed. Go get 'em, Marine!

Mission 1: BMBRMN
Mission 2:65C816
Mission 3: B1GBND
Mission 4: FSPRNG
Mission 5:YHWX11
Unlimited Ammo: M1R0G3
Invincibility: MKWFLL (input after all the

above passwords have been entered) Repeat this trick for as many
silver points as you need.

The racers can walk through

you, but you'll still delay them.

To select an enemy mech, follow the

instructions below:

Rnd The Rnswer Is...!

If the special Earthworm Jim 2 feature in Nintendo Power

Volume 83 wasn't enough for you, here are the answers to

the last of Sally Q's wacky quiz questions. And you thought

Jeopardy was rough!

Who’s the king of animals in Africa?

c) Earthworm Jimba

What is the meaning of life?

b) Citadel

St. Petersburg Florida

a) True?

Does misery love company?
b) No, misery is the show-me state

Press Down, A and X two or Go to the options screen and

three times on this screen, enter XTRM3K as your pass-

just to be sure. word.

The game can be easier or

harder, depending on the mech
you choose.

Select your favorite mech and

press Start to begin.
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1978 COWBOYS:
Press B. A. R. B and Y.

1967 PACKERS: 1976 VIKINGS:
Press B. A. Y. B. A. L and L. Press B, R, A. L

1986 GIANTS:
Press L, B, L, A, R, R and Y.

1980 FALCONS:
Press L, Y. B, R and A.

1985 BEARS:
Press Y. A. B. Band A.

1979 SAINTS:
Press Y, A, L and L.

Experts, shmexperts! If you've got an awesome lip or a killer code, send it in!

We'll print your stuff alongside the pros' codes. So what are you waiting for?

Warm up your brain pans, crack your knuckles and press those buttons!

flintendo Pooler
Classified Information
P.O. Box 97033
Redmond, UIR
98073-9733

3£j?rjrk



Classified Info Inuades the flet

Listen up, web crawlers: Classified Information has made the

leap from the printed page to cyberspace! You can now

access tons of cool codes from the Classified Information

Code Bank at Nintendo Power's home page on the World

Wide Web. The Code Bank's humongous database contains

most every trick and tip ever printed in Classified

Information and a lot more besides. Looking for a classic

Legend of Zelda code or wondering if there are any hidden

teams in the latest Super NES sports titles? The answers to

your questions are only a few mouse clicks away!

Rt Vour Fingertips
Anyone with a computer, modem and Internet browser soft-

ware can access the Code Bank. You can conduct unlimited

searches, download up to 20 files per day and even submit

your own codes for inclusion in the Code Bank. (All submis-

sions are subject to verification by Nintendo's finest Game

Counselors, of course.) If your code makes the cut and

you're the first person to submit it, it will be uploaded to the

Code Bank files and credited to your sign-on name as proof

of your game play worthiness!

Get Connected
User registration is simple. All you need to do is transmit a

short application form with your sign-on name and a valid e-

mail address. You can also list your favorite types of games

and take advantage of an offer to receive future promotion-

al e-mails, if you wish. Within just a few minutes, depending

on network traffic, you'll receive a registration verification

via e-mail that lists your sign-on name and personal pass-

word. If you forget your sign-on or password, you can resub-

mit your application at any time and receive new ones.

It you re a regis-

tered user, click on

this button on the

Code Bank intro-

ductory screen.

You’ll be prompted

to enter your sign-

on and passwonl.

Would you like

more information

about the Code
Bank? Just click

on this button for a

list of frequently

asked questions

and answers.

Two clicks here

will get you in on

the Code Bank
action. You’ll

need to submit a

sign-on name and

a valid e-mail

address.

If you’d like to

check out the

rest of the

Nintendo Power
Source site, just

press this but-

ton, and away
you’ll go!

This button is your Two clicks here
will access addi

tional features.
ticket to thou-

sands of codes

tricks and cheats. You can submit

You can search by codes to the

manufacturer, sys- Code Bank and

tern title or type of change your

code. password.
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Registered users can search for codes by

Manufacturer ("Nintendo")

Game title ("The Legend of Zelda")

Code Surfing
Let's say you'd like to find I”
all of the codes on file for

the NBA |am series. Type

"NBA Jam" in the space ^
s'

provided and click on the

Search button. Voila'! The nba jom inumomBni
Edition

Code Bank will scan its

files for matches and dis-

play them on the right side

of the screen. If you'd like

to narrow your search to

the Super NES versions of str«»n where you chooss YSi « No U*..!fr your
r initials II you entsr ihe initial! END. you'll stort

the game, choose the Itn 26 teom;oir*ody beaten u youemer the

- ., rr .. J initials jn. you II start with oil 27 bea'.an

Super NES option and

press the Search button

again. To view any of the
lili'rilnl^^B

codes, just double-click on # <ff| Q
mi

the file name to download • ^
it to your computer. You

can conduct unlimited

searches and download up to 20 files per day! In case

you're wondering, the NBA Jam series tops the Classified

Information charts with over 100 matches for all ver-

sions and editions of the game! This totally blows away

Ihe runner-up, the Mortal Kombat series, which has a

Game system ("Super NES")

Type of code ("stage select")

® rit!: lo Homo Poqe
“

H Piece of the Hction
Net surfers can dial up Nintendo's home page at

www.Nintendo.com and check out the action. Of course,

Nintendo Power readers still get first crack at all the latest

codes we dig up (hey, that's the benefit of subscribing, pal!).

"mere" 24 matches in the Code Bank database. What
about types of codes? We can't be sure of exact numbers,

because of the way the Code Bank conducts its searches,

but it's a safe bet that stage selects and stage skips are

the most common (and popular) types of codes out there.

New codes will always be printed in the magazine before

being uploaded into the Code Bank, but making the Code

Bank available is just Nintendo's way of sharing the wealth

with video game fans everywhere!



This month, we re

showcasing several terrific titles that

have stood the test of time and can now
be found at bargain prices. They're well

worth looking for. Our first blast from the

past is Capcom's Mega Man X, which

introduced adventure game-style

elements into

;Ew

All beginner's"

role-playing game, but it has all the same

features that have made the entire Final

Fantasy family legendary among RPC

devotees. Though its plot is more linear

than those of its brethren. Final Fantasy

Mystic Quest boasts an entertaining

story, intriguing characters, challenging

puzzles and exciting battles. Novices

and veterans alike can look forward to

many hours of fantastical fun with this

B [IB
i j

Byft rj

breathed new I - , If

life into the

series and was quickly followed by

Mega Man X2 and Mega Man X3.

I

Mega Man X
has more cool

options and

upgrades than

a 57 Chevy!
Final Fantasy Mystic Quest is a great game 15”

novices who want a challenge and for veterans

who need a "quick fix.”

The "X” series

introduced new
characters and

concepts to an

already rich fan-

tasy universe.

NINTENDO POWER



There are lots of terrific basketball games

around, but NCAA Basketball is one of

ihe few to take you right onto the court

for true in-your-

face hoop action!

Rather than dis-

playing the entire

court, the "cam-

players as

pass,

shoot

pound the

giving

being right in the thick

long-

gamers

agree

Street

tournament fighting

craze, and Street Fighter II Turbo was, at

least for a short time, at the center of Ihe

inferno. SF II Turbo lines up ten of the

most colorful fighters of all time, each

with his or her own trademark moves.

Besides the turbo option, this game offers

several graphic and play enhancements

over its predecessor, and it is considered

by many to be the pinnacle of the first-

generation fighters. Pull up a controller

and find out for yourself why SF II Turbo

was the one to beat!

The World
Warriors are

still some of

the most
recognizable

characters in

video games.

F-Zero was one of the first five games

released for the then-revolutionary

Super NES. Though game technology

has come a long way since then, F-Zero

continues to keep race fans on the

edges of their

seats with its

exhilarating,

futuristic-

high-speed

action. It has

the distinc-

tion of being our firsTValue PlavTe'afure

title. Check out these track layouts

and strategies before you head for the

checkered flag.



This is the future of Grand Prix racing, and high-tech tracks and obstacles

make motorsports more of a daredevil profession than ever!

Stry on Target
Avoid the rough when you can (it will

bra

car

slow you down) or use a turbo boost

Jo blast through it. Don'tthrough it. Don’t steer 01

irake abruptly on the ice, or you'll go

ireening out of control.

mmsFiELD fTInmBn

If the clothes make the man or woman, then the car makes the racer. Each

of these machines has its advantages and disadvantages, and the premiere

Colliding, and running into

barriers or explosives along the

track will drain a car's energy

cells. If you run out of energy,

you'll be heading to that big pit

stop in the sky! Run along the

glowing pit areas to recharge

your batteries.

The Interplanetary Grand Prix is

divided into three leagues, with

each league offering progressive-

ly tougher tracks and more

choice for you will depend on your racing style.

Blue FflLCon
This buff bird has the second best acceleration. It

handles well, but the back end cuts loose if you give

it too much throttle in the turns.

GoLDEn Foh
The Golden Fox has tremendous acceleration, but

the engine's power band peaks early, giving it the

lowest top speed in the field.

UIild Goose
Three engines allow the thick-skinned Wild Goose

to take second place in the speed category. It is by

far the most durable car on the circuit.

Fire STIflGRRV
The Fire Stingray scores high in handling, top speed

and durability, making it the choice for novices. Its

only weakness is poor acceleration.

@ mrmopomH

aggressive opponents. You can

opt to race in the Beginner,

Standard or Expert classes.

KniGHT
Racing in the Knight league

presents few surprises, but

it allows you to get the feel

for your vehicle and practice

basic maneuvers.

PUEEn
Now that you've cut your

teeth on some simple ovals

and obstacles, you can move
up to gap jumps, Mag Rails

and other advanced hazards.

KinG
Massive minefields, alter-

nate routes, unpredictable

winds and killer hairpins are

the hallmarks of this, the

ultimate F-Zero league.



on speed. If you take advantage of the straightaways

and cut the corners off the turns, you'll be just fine.niUTE ClTV 1
You won't have trouble winning on this

track. You can use your turbo boost

just before the Jump Plate, in the i

middle of the rough or down the /
home stretch. /

Big Blue
The beautiful tropical setting is

offset by a treacherous field of

ice along one turn.

Hairpin
Ease off the throttle when you hit a

hairpin turn, or you'll take it too wide.

Use the L and R Buttons in conjunc-

tion with the Control Pad for extra

tight cornering.

Hairpin
A pattern of hard corner-

ing could get you into

trouble when you reach

the patch of ice ahead.

Try to pivot and aim

yourself along the

right wall just before

you hit the ice. Let

off the throttle,

pivot and then hit the

gas again to get back

onto the pavement.

SnnD Ocenn
Don't try to battle it out with your opponents
in the sharp corners. Concentrate on keeping

your vehicle off of the barriers and passing

on the straightaways. .

The tightest turn is about^H
halfway through the course^
Cut across the bottom of the

corner as much as you can.

Slow down if you need to and

make up the time just before

the finish line.

The Dash Zones will shift your

car into high gear and send you

hurtling down the track at blind-

ing speed. The cars tend to over-

steer at high speed, so don't

make big course adjustments

just before or after you hit a

Dash Zone.

Dehth UJinD 1
This may look like a simple

track, but the crosswinds

will shove your car from ( / "M >

side to side. Tap the I / /
Control Pad to keep MJM i

from hitting the

rough spots or ^
energy barriers.

With careful maneuvering, you can cut straight

through some of the 90-degree turns on this

final track, rather than swerve around them.

The short cut is

littered with

mines, and one
false move on the

Jump Plate can

send you hurtling

off the track. Cut

your speed just

before the Jump
Plate, then pivot

towards it.

Dash Zones
The Dash Zones can be a help or a hindrance to you,

given the crosswinds and narrower lane. Make sure

you're on an even keel before you hit one. Though
the turns are wide and gentle, you'll have to fight

the winds to stay in the center of the track and
avoid the rough areas.

SUPER

NES



Now it's time to move up to the big

leagues and take on some tracks worthy of your mettle. Your opponents will

become more dangerous as well, as they start to elbow their way around you.

mUTE ClTV 2
The intermediate version of the Mute

City course has the same basic

layout as the original, but it fea-
,

tures an added loop and a second M
Jump Plate on the back

straightaway. You can either

use the double jumps to

soar over the rough areas f /
or engage your turbo to film
blast your way through. Jf B

Which Way
Both sides are the same length, so it doesn't

matter which way you go around the loop. Take

, whichever path is clearer or easier for you to

\ maneuver through.

f Jumps
You have some

«*JI steering control while

you're in the air, but

f it's affected by your

speed. If you're turning one way
as you take off, you'll tend to

keep going in that direction.

Port Town 1
The sharp turns on the back stretch are

designed to keep your speed down, which

l makes it more likely that the Mag Rails

SV will pull you into their energetic clutch-

\ es. There are few straightaways on

this track where you can make up

time, so if you fall behind, it's

gaSBfiS. unlikely that you'll regain your

Lean Out V ^
Use the L and R Buttons to pull y 1
away from Mag Rails. Using the

Control Pad can sometimes make
you overcompensate and crash A
into the opposite wall or the next %
set of rails.

Lone Haul
If you miss the

first jump after

the pit area, hit A
your turbo just M
before the big

leap. You may not
’

be able to acceler-

ate enough in the

rough make it across.

Red Cnnvan
The best strategy is to fly straight

through the curves, rather than try to

swerve around them. You can skim right

along the edge of the rough areas without

slowing down.

Triple Jump

in the track that will pull at you as you

zoom overhead. Press Down to counter-

. act the drag.

Center
Head straight towards the

wall, then let off the throttle

and execute a 90-degree

pivot. If you ease into the

turn, you may end up enter-

ing at the wrong angle,

OTMEG

@ mum power



F-ZERO

LLIhite Lnno 1
The multiple jumps and ice patches will rattle your nerves,

and you'll have to fight the instinct to steer back and forth

in the slippery turns. Try to pivot before you hit the ice.

Wicked Turns
When you come to the

first icy turn, approach
from the left side of the

lane and aim your car

towards the bottom cen-

ter edge of the curve. When you hit

the edge of the hairpin, let off the

throttle completely and
pivot the car so that it’s

pointed up and left. Now
punch it! You can attack

the next turn with the

same technique, but in

reverse.

Gotta Jump
There are rough areas and
magnets along the back

stretch that will slow you
down to a crawl. You'll have
to hit at least a few of the

Jump Plates if you want to

stay in the running. The best
thing to do is to stay on one
side of the track or the other,

being careful of the slight jog to the

right in the middle of the stretch. If you
try to maneuver back and forth too much,
chances are you'll go flying off the track

towards the city below.

—

White Lriid 2
This course is a nightmare of clustered turns and hair-

pins. There's only one significant straightaway, and
you'll need to save your turbo boost for the long jump.

Turbo
Boost
This is one of the

longest jumps on
the circuit, and even
at full speed, you may not make it. Hit your
turbo just as you round the last corner

before the jump, and try to hit the Jump
Plate straight on. Press Down for a bit

more altitude and range. The boost in

speed will exaggerate any course correc-

tions, so be careful.

Hairpin Madness
You can get

through the

"cloverleaf"

in the center of

the track without slowing down much, but you must approach
the first hairpin from the right. Now pivot and aim your vehicle

towards the outer edge of the second hairpin. If your aim is true, you
can make it there with just a small jog towards the inside of the track.

ich

:le

IVIAS
raji_8

Mag Rails and Mag Plates are

powerful electromagnets embed-

ded in the sides and surfaces of

the tracks. They'll pull you into

,the energy barriers or drag you

[down out of the air!

SUPER

NES



You're a seasoned veteran now, but

what you do here will determine whether you end up at the

top of the heap or the bottom of the scrap pile!

If you're expecting the same old thing, think again! This ultimate ver-

. sion of the Mute City course is anything but a cakewalk. The Jump
Plate has been replaced with a series of jagged edges that

intrude nearly to the center of the lane. If you're not

centered on the track, you'll either get a slice

taken out of your energy bar or get

bounced hopelessly off course.

The mines are tightly packed

and surrounded by rough. Use
your turbo

JHCJEEJ to|)|asi
-

1

through the

p» rough or, if

you're daring

t-

tPB patii tlnoiigh

|H9| the

BB the first lap.

bhth UlinD 2
The wind will be the death of

you if you're not careful on %
this course. Save your fm-
turbo boost for the rough / M
sections just after the S
starting line.

Dash To
Disaster

® ^ Unless you're extremely skilled

(or lucky!) you won't be able to use

1
1

the Dash Zones on the back stretch. The short

I I straightaways and extreme angles on the

J corners make it very
^

difficult to cut across r _^**f*^
ufr them at high speed“

while maintaining con-
:

I

trol. Hit the Dash Zone on
the straightaway and follow I

a

Port Touin 2
Port Town 2 has the same basic layout as its predecessor but with an added triple hairpin and

longer loop after the Mag Rails. The longer straightaway will help you make up some time.

Dangerous Curves
The last Mag Rail draws you to the left.

Press the R Button to stay just off of it. Vbur

car's nose will also angle slightly to the right. If you
punch the throttle and pivot just as you reach the end of

the rail, the pull from it can help you slide into and sling-

shot around the turn.

IB If you get caught by a

Mag Rail, it’s often

/W' better to ride it to the

end, rather than try to

pull away. With the amount
of thrust needed to break free,

chances are you'll fly across

the track and slam into another

rail or the track barrier.

@ mmMOPomit
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Leap df Faith
Just before you enter the mine field, you'

A Jump Plate that looks like it's leading you off into

oblivion, but it’s not. If you hit the very center of the

^ Jump Plate straight on, you might just make it to an

JT arrow-shaped Jump Plate to the left of the track. If your make it back to the main track, you'll be at a spot just

beyond the mine field. Making this jump could move you up sev-
eral places in a hurry.

Red Cnnvan 2
Wanted: Interplanetary Grand Prix racers willing to take on the
Red Canyon 2 course. Only fools and daredevils need apply!

With its profusion of twists, turns, mines and
jumps. Red Canyon 2 will give you lots

of second thoughts about staying in

the racing game. And this is just the /
warm-up for the Fire

Field course!

Jumping Jack
The deep zig-zags in the track along the jumps

are meant to unnerve you, but once again,

k. only minor course adjustments are

needed. If you panic and swerve
k suddenly in mid-air, you'll only
* succeed in making a very pic-

turesque pattern in the sand!

THINK YOU’RETOUGH?
Finishing the game on Expert

Class difficulty unlocks^ the

Master Class. The tracks will be

the same, but your fellow racers

will be faster and more aggres-

Fire Field
sive. They'll stop at nothing to

run you off the road and off the

Mines
The other racers will try to

knock you into a mine, so

you don't want to pick up
any tailgaters. Steer in

front of another car right

at the start of the race.

The impact will give you

a boost and send you

out of reach of your

opponents.

The obstacles here are designed to make you panic and
mess up your timing. When most racers make a

mistake, they end up overcompensating.

The more they try to avoid the next haz-

ard, the worse things get.

Concentrate less on avoiding

the next hazard and more
on setting yourself up

for the next turn. You

may take another

hit, but you'll be in

a better posi-

\ tion to avoid
N

the dangers

\ \Jr after that.

To Pit Dr Mot To Pit
[
The right fork looks like a shortcut, but

I

the left fork will take you to the pit area,

i and chances are you'll need a recharge

|
after the first

I lap! A handy

J Dash Zone at
“ the end of the

pit will get you
r back in the run-

ning. Angle the nose
'''*

of your vehicle slightly to
the right before you hit the Dash

Zone. If you miss it, engage your turbo.

circuit! Try to get a boost at the

starting line by getting in front of

another car, but remember that

maneuverability is still your top

priority. Running flat out Con-

stantly usually results in mistakes!

VOLUME 8i @
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You can snag a maximum of 36 coins while running the Midas

Waterfall. You can't swim upstream but you can move horizon-

tally across the current by giving your 13 Button a

strumous workout. Use this technique to grab

( oins that jam
III lo keep U

[or around M
IO< ol _

i A
’U.I|. \i •:

|. MKt\.

grabbing Jawful.

START,

START,

FROM 2ND COURSE

TO 2ND COURSE
TO 4TH COURSE

Pay 500 coins in the Mushroom

Kingdom Inn for a Betle *M,-mia

Game Boy game and s.tri blasting

away at Koopa shells Score big

points by causing chaw reactions,

but avoid getting hit b the falling

shells or red stars. Htwever, you

can repair damage I}’ winning a

red heart. The Ktopa-capping

record stands at 99,*)f<|,999 points.

Follow the chart below to gel the maximum of 64 coins floating in two

lanes over Midas River. You'll have to do this while riding a series of

barrels rolling down the river, sometimes leaping from one barrel to the

next to stay in the same lane, at other times changing lanes by bump-

ing into the next barrel. Bump into the first barrel in your path, jump

onto the next two, then bump. Repeat this pattern—bump, jump,

jump, bump—to the end, for a total of seven bumps and eight —
jumps. Avoid the fish jumping from the water!

Escape Land's End by riding

Sergeant Flutter's Sky Troopas to

the top of this sheer cliff. It's easy if

you simply step from shell to shell,

but with a bit of derring-do you can

win Frog Coins or even a Trnopa

Pin. The secret? Take a deep breath

and leap from shell to shell in mid-

air! If you miss, just pick yourself

up and try again. One player

scaled the cliff in 7.63 seconds.

How fast can you climb?

GOALSTART,

Hop on a Goomba flashing out of a pipe in the Pipe Vault to get one point,

but lose a point if you bop a Spikey instead. The rare gold Goomba is good

for three points. You have 30 seconds to garner 20 points and win a prize.

You'll have to really hop to it if you want to top the record of 58 points.

See how many times Mario can jump in a

single Ultra Jump attack. It's easier if you

pick a relatively weak enemy. Changes in

the sound Mario makes when he lands on

an enemy will cue you to change the rate

at which you're pressing the Y Button. The

current record-holder won the virtually

indestructible Super Jacket from the

reformed Pandorite in Monstro Town by

jumping 100 straight times.

START,

MPAS WATERFALL CHALLSMGS

SlSTkE MAMA

CUMBtNG CHALLENGE

WHACK-A-GOOM8A
r SUPSR JUMP CHAltfMGS—

LA •

b b b b b b b b bb

bb bbbb bbbb bbbb



Thump a Goomba’/getM Pt.

Thump Spttseg, and lose i Pt.

,Thumpuai9Qld:Goomba,,S!g£fcjj

9et on the trampoline'.

It'll onlg c-ost 00 coins.

NINTENDO POWER

©1996 Nintendo/Square Soft.

©Characters Nintendo, ©Square Soft.

Game-players worldwide ha

been going ga-ga over Super

Mario RPG Legend of

the Seven Stars ever since

long-anticipated debut j^tay.

As with all'Super Mario games,

^half the fun conies from

^flaying the scads of puzzles

and bonus areas along the

route. Here's a handy guide to

some of the toughest challenges

you'll face on your way to

facing the invading Smithy!

Square Soft, wilh supervision from Shigeru Miyamoto's EAD

development team, look full advantage of cutting-edge

programming techniques to bring Mario to lile. The devel-

opers packed this pak with an astonishing array of

mini-competitions. In the mood for a Mode 7 mine-cart

race? Plunging down a waterfall loaded with loot? Climbing a

cliff on Koopa shells? Blasting invaders with a Game Boy

shooter? They're all here!

In the short time since Super Mario RPG hit the market, avid game-

players have set impressive records in each of these mini-challenges. Read

on for pro tips on how best to play these challenges, then grab your

controller and try to set a new world's record!
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THE FANS
SPEAK OUT

E
pic Center continues to receive

hundreds of letters every month

from RPG fans in response to our

Epic Center News article in )anuary enti-

tled "Enix On A Quest." The real quest, it

seems, is the one undertaken by these ded-

icated fans who want the chance to play

more RPGs. Your Epic Center staff wishes

to thank all of you for the tremendous sup-

port. Your letters are being received, read

and passed along to the evaluation depart-

ment at Nintendo of America. We are also

in touch with third-party publishers and

regularly let them know about requested

titles. In the long run, we hope that your

letters will make the difference and that

some of the great lapanese RPGs will turn

up in North America. Remember, the pen

is mightier than the sword. On the other

hand, the dollar is even mightier than the

pen, which suggests that the best way to

show game publishers that you like RPGs

is to buy them. Finally, we appreciate your

support for the Epic Center section of

Nintendo Power and all your thoughtful

comments. If you have suggestions for arti-

cles or game coverage in future Epic

Centers, please let us know by writing to:

Nintendo Power Epic Center, P.O. Box

97037, Redmond, WA 98073-9737 or

sending e-mail to WWW.NINTENDO.COM.

GENESIS GOES
TO EUROPE
Many of the letters received recently at

Epic Center have mentioned a game from

Enix called Genesis that we first noted last

year. Genesis has been renamed

Terranigma and will be released in Europe

later this year by Nintendo. Your Epic

Center editors were lucky enough to snag

a copy of the Super Famicom version of

the game for a quick look. On the surface,

the developers at Quintet have created

another RPG adventure that Zelda and

Gaia fans will recognize immediately. Ark,

the young hero, explores an inverted

world on the inside of a globe, venturing

into dungeons and towers where he must

fight enemies and solve cunning puzzles.

Ark's quest involves saving the souls of liv-

ing things, resurrecting whole continents

An Inverted World

on the earth's surface, overseeing the

growth of civilization and single-handedly

thrashing countless baddies. Players also

will find love interests, humorous situa-

tions and scenes that show character

growth as the story and game progress. As

in Illusion of Gaia, the game engine puts

Puzzle Rooms

players in control of the hero both in direct

combat situations and while exploring the

various towns and towers. The Mode 7,

scrolling, overworld map of Gaia has been

inverted in Terranigma to reflect the interi-

or world in which Ark lives. It's a bit

strange, like walking around on the inside

of a balloon. Once you reach a play area,

however, you get a standard overhead

view with excellent graphic quality.

Live Battles

Dungeons feature traps, riddles, secrets

and other mysteries and magic. In the lat-

ter half of the game, players also promote

the progress ot the world's civilization, sort

of a simulation in the midst of an RPG. The

only downside of all this is that Nintendo

has no plans to release the game in North

America at this time.

mm si |
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Simulations, Inc. 1994

CAPCOM Co.. Ltd.

The entire Eye of the Beholder game is played in a maze and

viewed from a 3-D perspective. Use either a regular con-

troller or a Super NES mouse to click on six on-screen but-

tons to move through the maze's twelve levels. And

remember to check over your shoulder periodically to make

sure nothing really hideous is sneaking up behind you. If

you're wondering where to go next, check out the sequence

of events outlined on the

I [
t

’ - list to the right.

Step 1 : Find Taghor the Dwarf Fighter

on Level Four.

Step 2 : Locate the Dwarf Camp on
Level Five.

Step 3 : Talk to Armum the Dwarf Leader
and accept his challenge.

Step 4 : Explore the Upper Reaches of

the Drow on Level Seven.

Step S : Discover Xanathar s spy and
rescue Prince Kingar.

Step 6 : Recover the sacred Dwarven
Healing Potion on Level Eleven

Step 7 : Return to Armum and receive

the Wand of Silvias.

Step 8 : Defeat Xanathar in his inner
Sanctum and win the game.

NINTENDO POWER



If you have a thief in your party, you

instead of looking for keys. There is on

thief jams the pick in

the lock, you will

never be able to

open the door. Save

your progress just

prior to picking the

lock and press the

Reset Button if you

get jammed.

If you've played any Advanced

Dungeons and Dragons game, you

already know that casting magic

spells requires all sorts of prepara-

tion, like memorizing spells in

If you find a scroll with a

spell your mage does not

have, be sure to select the

"Scribe Scroll" option to

copy the spell into your

mage's spell book.

Magic Users can cast only

the spells they have mem-
orized. Make a habit of

memorizing spells when-
ever you camp.

"^STAIRS DOWN 4,_STAIRS UP DOORS
ILLUSIONARY WALLS MOVABLE WALLS

VOLUME 86



You can read the runes on the wall if

you have a Gnome or a Dwarf in your

party. The runes on the first three levels

are written by Gnomes. The lower nine

levels have runes written by Dwarves.

Runes can warn your party of traps or

provide valuable clues.

Gnomes and Dwarves can read the

writing on the wall. Taghor the

Dwarf joins your party if you find

and help heal him on Level Four.
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We’re nol in / ^Kansas anympre l *

Bows and slings are iwo-handed weapons that work if

you have your ammunition in the right place at the right

time. Keep a stock of arrows in your quiver on your

back. Keep sling stones in your belt, in the three vertical

boxes on the right side of your

Nearly every level in the game has

an invisible teleporter that either

turns your party around suddenly

or whisks it

off to a new

and seem-

ingly identi-

cal location.

Make a map
on paper and keep track of your party's position and heading. A sudden spin on
your compass or a change of perspective are good clues that everything is not

what it appears to be.

A bow is a two-handed
weapon. The shield in this char-

acter's left hand is useless in

close combat against hungry

arachnids.

Xanathar’s OuterSanctum

With the maze's countless pits, poisons and fearsome

fiends, it's nearly inevitable that someone in your party is

going to make a mistake and embark on that last solo trip

to the RPG in the sky. Save your game at least four times

on each level so you can hit the Reset Button and avoid

the problem for the second (or ninth) lime around.

Leve
Xanathar InnerSanctum
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fresh ideas and new technology

%ke Star Ocean where no RPG

A has gone before!

They hired ' 4 -

len of the .Jm Y S'
most famous ^
voice actors

* ^tXJ
and actrases .JgSB
in Japan to

~WBW" *

breathe life • JK
into the 4nain — 3
characters. 1^5
These voice

specialists are

renowned for
-

j

their work in ^^5
popular ani-

1

mated films

called OAVs
(Original Animation Videos), and their

battle cries and exclamations create a

sense of dram^ that's impossible to get

with scrolling text. A 64k RAM cache

helps keep the action in synch,

and the programmers designed

a special Al that governs the

lines the characters will say and

how they'll say them!

IT'S A EAIME*THAT
PLAY5 LIKE A MOVIE
It's obvious that developers have been

striving to make RPGs feel more like

interactive movies and less like the lin-

ear adventures of yesteryear. Chrono

Trigger offered a variable ^plot and

eleven endings, while the Japanese-mar-

ket hit. Tales of Phantasia, featured dig-

itized voices and battle animation

straight out of the latest Japanese fanta-

sy films. This summer, Enix will turn up

the heat with the Japanese-market

release of their 48-megabit spectacular,

Star Ocean. Taking their cue from Tales

of Phantasia, the Star Ocean design

team (many of whom also worked on

Phantasia) decided to maximize the use

of digitized voices in their latest^effort.

EMOTION AND
ELOCUTION

The Star Ocean team have broken new

ground with two elements they've

dubbed Voice Al and Emotion Points.

The Voice Al monitors the current situ-

ation and selects appropriate vocal

responses for the different characters.

The graphics have an unprecedented amount of detail in them for this style of

game. The colors are vibrant and the shading is incredibly subtle.

© MEIMU/TRI-ACE LTD./ ENIX«1996



If the party confronts a 7
weaker enemy, you

JJfJ
1

may hear them taunt- ^
ing their opponent >

during battle. If their

foe is made of sterner

stuff, however, they'll

warn each other of the

coming ganger. You*

may even hear two +
characters talking ^
simultaneously!

The Voice Al is

supplemented by

Emotion. Points, which r-

are used to keep track

of the characters' relationships.

Each character has an Emotion

Point rating for every other charac-

ter, and as events unfold, your

actions and choices will add or sub-

tract points from those ratings. The

Voice Al will then select pieces of

dialogue according to the charac-

ters' feelings for each other. If two char-

acters are close to each other and one is

injured, the other will react more dra-

matically than you might otherwise

expect. Emotion Points will also help

determine which ending you'll see.

In Star Ocean, characters speak
much of their dialogue according
to their feelings for each other!

You can
rotate char-

acters

between the

battlefield

and your

reserves at

any time.
Star Odean detours from the tried-

and-true RPG fantasy formula into

the realm of science fiction.

’ than the ones you usually see in RPGs.

Battles are still menu-based, but they

now take place on mapped terrain (like

adventure-style games), rather than sta-

tic battle screens. Combatants charge,

clash and retreat in a great melee all

over the battlefield. One helpful feature

allows you to "lock on" to an opponent.

Your character will then run after that

enemy and attack it automatically until

it's defeated. Standard physical and

magical attacks are supplemented b^

special skills activated bf the L and R

Buttons. You can have up to four char-

acter* in battle at once, and you can

swap characters from your reserves at

any time. With a maximum of eight

characters in your party and ten main

characters total in the game, there's

great potential for all sorts of mayhem!

We fully expect that new concepts

and technologies will further blur the

line between games, movies and other

forms of entertainment. Star Ocean is

just oihe of the the first, bold steps in

that direction!

Dragons and wizards have been
replaced by starships, time travel

and interplanetary war.

With this much drama in the game, it

was only logical for the designers to cre-

ate a battle system that's more dynamic

journey through

- §p!ffC@: and
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O CAUTION!
The Caution sign alerts you

to hidden bonuses or unseen
perils. Beware!

THE QUEST FOR HOPE CONTINUES

-< Once you cross the

border, you'll

encounter bigger

groups and tougher

kinds of enemies.

The once peaceful kingdom ol IRiccar is in

turmoil as tlie demon lord, ZakiAoa, cleaves a

palk ol deatli and destruction across tlie land.

Join us as we continue tlie quest to recover

the mystical vdiards ol Eartli, Wind, Eire

and Water belore tlie Dark

King can fulfill an ancient

propliecv ol doom!

«r.mnnrn«lfTaH!a»
* • Use the Jewel of Water to

enter the lake at this spot.

You'll be able to breathe and

move freely.

a

Fire- and ice-related spells work well against the Death Fish. If the

fish manage to strike, they can eat up a lot of your HP. Look for the

Pliers behind the Water Grass, then use them to open the Shellfish.

mm power

When Iasi we left our young adventurers, they had just

succeeded in defeating Jaghi, servant of Zakdos, and

recovering the Shard of Earth from his murderous grasp.

Your next task is to explore the lands beyond the Desert

for the remaining Shards. As you recall, Zakdos stole the

Sword oi Hope, the legendary weapon of your

forefathers, so you'll have to continue to make

do with the weapons at hand. You should've

found the Crystal Spear in the Underground

Temple, so hand your sword over to Mute, if he

needs a better one. Roam the halls of the temple and

defeat monsters until you're at level 10, then head north

into the Prairie. Be sure to trade in your casino Coins for

gold pieces and slock up on arms, armor and provisions

before you set off.



START

Going left or right willget

you nowhere. Walk down
to find the path that leads

to the Pixie's Cave.

PIXIES
CAVE

Tfie Pixie's Cave will be a treasure trove of

information about yotir quest. Visit the mid-

dle and left Pixie REWis, 4hen tglk to the

Elder in the upper right room. T

Pull the Plug
Once inside the cave, you'll » -
find a Turtle trapped in a

huh; lake him In I he lower

right room, and he'll tell you

about a secret passage I •»«. m.»

that leads to the Pixie I ,E,m

Elder. Look around the

chamber to uncover it.

TIicq the Plumber

H Freeing the Turtle will cause
a strong current to form in

the cave. The resulting

whirlpool will sweep you
away when you try to visit

the Elder. Maybe that loose

rock will come ip handy.

The current will push
you and a big rock

through the passage.

Use the rock to plug the

hole the Turtle was in.

You won't see the passage until

the Turtle reveals its location. Use
the Look command to find it.

After you repair the hole,

return to the lower right

room and take the passage

to the Elder. He'll give you
valuable information and
change the Jewel of Water
into the Bell of Water.

When you return to the

surface, the Turtle will

offer to take you across

the Lake to Rod's Woods.

PIXIE'S ROOM PIXIE'S ROOM

THE WORLD OF
SWORD OF HOPE II

Your qljest began at Rtccar

Castle (location A),, arid ibis

map shows the general path

you'll takedhrough Rjccar and

the surrounding lahds. You'll

have to explo/i? Sea Side and

the islands on" your own.

A. RICCAR CASTLE
B. ANCIENT TEMPLE
C. UNDERGROUND TEMPLE
. PIXIE'S CAVE
E. WINDER CA5TLE

Meet the Elder Pixie

V '



Like the Under

the Lake area,

going left or right

here will bring

you around in a

big loop.

ROD’S WOODS
You, won't truly be safe in Rod's Woods unless you're at feast

experience level 13. The enemies here are head and shduto

ders above anything you've.encountered so far!

Buy hquipmcnt
The arms that have served you so well * —I
will suddenly become woefully inade- ostl «
quate. Use your cache of Coins and gold «mr bi

to outfit yourself in high (and protective) 1BM Sl

fashion. Though not the most expensive,
,

3TL Sl

the Crystal (CRT) equipment is the best
CRI Sl

you'll find here.

'The* Bdt tie Is loincd
You won’t fare too well during your

encounter with Creeper, but just when
||

things are looking dark, a new ally will kjBEgfil
• i the fr.iy. Botji H

is a monster
liiintei by trade. 1 „ volJ H
and he’ll be very I dining
handy to have I"*"' MCM- I H travel
around in the I

,me

| I wicked
days ahead. I >

The way to Winder
Castle will still be

blocked after your

battle with Creeper.

Visit the woodcutter

for a helping hand.

>LD WOMAN

ENTRANCE

TO: A

ACROSS THE WATER
Journeying through Rod's Woods will be like stepping into legend. Here you'll learn

that the stories of King Winder's heroic exploits are actually true, and that his castle

still stands in the fields beyond the forest. The sylvan beauty will be marred, how-

ever, by a mysterious mist that is choking the life out of the animals and plants alike.

Look among the leafy boughs to find Creeper, the serpentine servant of Zakdos and

the source of the mist. Once the poisonous clouds are dispersed, search among the

greenery for honey, barley and rare mushrooms.



The ghost of the ancient hero, King

Winder, once again inhabits the halls fllyfl

of his castle. This noble warrior impris-

oned Zakdos over 500 years ago, and the

demon's escape has awakened his spirit. King

Winder looks to you to take up his cause, but

you must first pass his test. If things get rough,

use the bed in the servant's quarters to regain

some HP. You can also Teleport back to Riccar

Castle for a quick fill-up of HP and MP.

This door won't budge

until you find some oil to

grease its rusty hinges.

Continue your explo-

rations.

The ghostly king will

ask you to bring him
the Sword of Wind
as a test of your

worthiness.

Once the Shard of Wind is yours, the King's

ghost will reappear with lanK,
instructions for the next

stage of your journey You

before you go on.
•'

'

If the needle trap is still acti-

vated, you won't be able to

enter this chamber. Get the oil

from floor B1, grease the

heavy door and speak to the

spirit in that room. He'll open
this passage for you. Grab the flask of oil and return to

the room with the heavy door.

WINDER CASTLE Spectral Swords
King Winder conjures up a

4 squadron ofGhost Swords
to bar your way. A Frost

spell and a few well-placed

sword thrusts will put a“ Ghost Sword on ice, but

C thsy won't disappear

completely until you fin-~
ish your task,

i Fortunately, you'll get

to keep the Sword of
:te Wind as a reward for

You'll bejdogg^d step by foes that are

not -only resistant to magic, but also well-versed

in its use. Frost, Anti-Magtt and Bolt will be

Mute's best offensive choiyesrc^-c

Audience With the King
The first thing you'll find is a door that's rusted shut.

:

Venture into the basement for some oil, but don't bother
exploring beyond the warehouse. Open the rusted door

S and speak to the spirit. He'll deacti-

vate the needle traps upstairs so
you can visit King Winder. The royal

phantom will send you back to the

basement to retrieve the Sword of

Wind as a test of your prowess. If

you,return with the prize; he'llgive

,, |
YOU the key

ywaM r.trs
I theShard

I— I 1'^; ~ I of Wind.

your valiant effort!

When you Use the Silver

Key, the old woman you
ran into in the forest will

suddenly pop up. She's

not a kindly granny at

all, but is actually anoth-

er of Zakdos 's sinister

servants. Don’t let her

take the Shard!

From: Rod s Woods



»lers iftVMhe^.cguicombs

Voefifh ihe-town of Capitan.

^Aiu r yuu-Ylefeat Terapin in the

wpHfwalk down to find Ray.

He'll hold back the flood with

attacLyftlh your staf| or bow

WWow. If luck isiwftn ftou.

you'll collect aOjfciP-restoring

Roast or Egg?/To fisjj,,,glace

Ryu at the hcjdof'tneparty

/some fam ilia r-^grou nd^-but

.

fropcfuNy,''we'll Ijp^able .to

^giye you a better understand

'-~\ng of peK\ sum& events fit water, equip a fishing rod and

bait. Press the Y Button to cast

your line and press the A
Button to reel it in. The better

your rod, the better your

chances of catching some-

thing. If you do catch a fista

highlight it on your x(il>

screen. The computer wall tell

you whether^the fish Js good

to eaUjj/Ovill resmnrsbme oH

your'foP), oi^fit tvould be

'better to/SeTiit for gold. J/
1

Sparing the rod won't spoil your

father. It will actually do him a lot

of good!
Multiple Endings
Thefji^r FAO actual I v per-

t airfs to thp-lasl events in the here, if you haven't already.

erimenpgone awryjwifr S
\ a Jeafsome dragon.

The Casino
\SartitoJpr sequel

‘vent^^flust be set ip,

Jj^ffrder
.
forihe tasrf|>

luilt. Which is prdnal:

many
.
..pfayer&Jta

If you like drama, action, intrigue and lots and lots of little details, then

Breath ofFire IIfrom Capcom might bejust the thing tofill in the empty slots

in your busy summer schedule. As the temperature begins to soar, so willyour

imagination!

I

BREATHE I

EASILY I

As usual, we'll start off this

month's column with the

answers to some of the FAQs

we've received, focusing this

time on Capcom's Breath of

Fire II. We've discussed some

of these questions ia

issues, but many of th€§e situ

ations fit into jarger oh^orng”

events in tkdgame, andfnany^.

reudelts have asked for pidre

Man (in reality, your father)

and Guardeyes at the battle of

Evrai, then go on to defeat

Deathevn. If you've aj ready,

completed the gaoaSfSHSnc0^
are this is tte 'gliding you 1

’

seen. TpjGie the bdst endinar

do not defeat thi Old Man at

Evrai/After the b^tfi^T voujii'''f

il\ca\liS^6pQplr

ownShip.

from Guna-<uib bringjJrfm
;

0y
L.of'ineoj

.KHunting and fishing can net you

some nutritious bonuses.

and search along the shore of

a lake or ocean. When you

In the well, use the Control Pad to

move your cursor onto the mon-
sters before you attack.

a magical shield while you

save the villagers. As you bat-

tle to free the villagers, be sure

to target the monsters that are

- attached to their faces and not

lie villagers themselves. After

:
rtte rescue operation is com-

jOflted, go back to Niro's Hut,

S\pladng Sten at the front of

ryour party to cross the gap

south of Windia. Select Nina

to receive either the Cure 2 or

Renew spell, then return to

Capitan. Place Ryu at the front

of your party and talk to Sana.

She'll lead you to the house

she shares with Granny. After

their house is accidentally

burned down, return to

gantge 10 see me -worst ' end-

ing of the game, go to the

town of Gate and speak to the

White Dragon, who is really

your long-lost mother. She'll

give you the choice of either

completing your quest and

destroying Deathevn (after all

this trouble, why wouldn’t

you?!), or turning your back

on the world. If you walk

away, you'll see the worst

ending. To see the average

ending, defeat both the Ol

ne ana your tatner win duiici

a machine that will enable

TownShip to fly. After that's

done, confront Deathevn for

the final showdown.

Hunting & Fishing

If you're low on cash or you

need a quick pie|$-4ie-u|>,

you can hun^pr-fish forfopd.

To huntypfai e l^ow nr Katt aj

the tyfad of the£ party^a/d

search tpr’a bffstT^rpatch op-

Tall grasy. Pu^rtffe Y Bujrfffo^

t
icl Bd^p^then return to

ajjjlafr IqlkJd’We carpenter

upper right house. He'll

st^fKbuilding a new house

next to Niro's Hut. This will

actually be part of the con-

struction of an entire town,

NINTENDO POWER



which will be christened

TownShip. Once construction

of the town is complete, the

carpenter and his wife will

start a gambling casino. Use

your special Tolen currency to

bet on various games of

chance. If you win, you'll get

useful items in return.

Tolen can be used only in the casi-

no and cannot be traded in the

other shops for gold.

How Do I Get
Into...? i
As you>e probably founc^*' ]

some' events are "’"dependent

j-'dpon y6ur completing a tas^

^fulfilling some !sort ctf^on-

rlition.^ifyou carVjiefiter a par-

ticular tovyrTT ctan.ca are

.''you've, got sony unfinished

business .dfsewhere >n the,

^y?orlcl. The charpnclou shows

/what you ndwl to do to get

into these locations at key

points during the game. If you

still can't get into the places

shown on the chart, make

sure that you're approaching

during the daytime. If you

can't get into a pit, it's proba-

bly because Nina is at the

head of the party, and her fly-

ing ability is preventing you

from falling.

Recruiting the

Shamans
The Shamans are" magichl

beings that tcan merge with

your p^rty meryibers to change'"

their abilities and app^refnee.

The oplyplace you can melfcd’

witn the Shamaifif'ns at

I Grant's Hou^ in "TownShip.

Not all copstfmati^ps wit^pro-

Try different combinations and

test your new abilities in battle.

Place Conditions for Entry

CotLnd Place Katt at the front of your party

and press the Y Button

Evrai Have the Great Bird

Gate Have the Great Bird

Highfort Have the Whale, place Sten at the front

of your party

Simafort Place Jean at the front of your party

and press the Y Button

ThvsTomd Talk to Tiga at CotLnd first

Tunlan Have the Whale

Windia Castle Visit FarmTown first, place Nina at the

front of your party

Shaman Location & Conditions

Sana - Fire Shaman In Capitan, in front of the Inn

after you talk to Ray at TownShip

Seso - Water Shaman In the Witch's Tower after you
defeat Nimufu

Spoo - Wind Shaman In the SkyTower

Solo - Earth Shaman In FarmTown; appears in a field near

Rand's mother's house if you donate a

total of 2,000 pieces of gold at Namanda
before you destroy Evrai

Seny - Holy Shaman In Bando after you destroy Evrai; go

down into the dungeon and enter the first door

Shin - Devil Shaman In Infinity (also known as Deathevn's Lair);

after all of the gates in the town of Gate

have been opened, enter the left one

duce an effect. We've found

some effective comjpnlfiqn^

(see the next FAQ), but you’ll

need to ajiperiment to see>

which combinations will Jse

the most /useful forypu."'A sin-^

gle Shaman can "merge with

only One character .a^a time,

buL.up to two-'Sharpans /an

merge with the same characp.

ten .The bpttoirv chart shows

fo find all of

fe bottom-

c

inhere aijfl how it

c

the Shamans. .

' ' A /
What’s the Best
Party to Have?
This is one of the questions

we've discussed before, but

it's also the most frequently

asked question, so here's the

answer again, with just a bit

more detail. The party with the

best mix of physical and mag-

ical powers is composed of

Ryu, Rand, Katt and Nina. If

you're looking for optimum

battlefield advantage, arrange

your party in the Parallel com-

bat formation. As for Shamans,

we've found some combina-

tions that will yield interesting

results. Try merging Rand with

Seso and Solo, Katt with Sana

and Shin, and Nina with Spoo

You may be able to finish the game
most quickly with this party.

and Seny. Ryu will get along

just fine without further

enhancements. Keep in mind

that while these characters

will pack the most punch on

the battlefield, you must have

other characters in your party

from time to time to perform

certain tasks or fulfill particular

conditions to allow you to

_
progress further.

The “Onion Guy”
Many players have been ask-

ing a&jut the little onion-like

creature's! the top of the sta-

tus screen. He's actually your

“moqSwadar." If the crea-

ture is”sleeping, there are no

^Hostile monsters in the imme-

aiate vicinity. If he's dancing

around, you'll run into a ran-

dom battle sooner or later.

The more active he is, the

more monsters there are

around. He'll come in handy

in several situations where

The creatures dancing will indi-

cate the number and strength of

nearby enemies.

you must destroy all the

monsters in an area, such as

when you're rescuing the vil-

lagers beneath Capitan and

when you're clearing out the

infection in Queen Tunlan's

bloodstream.

Bo & Karn’s
Island
If you travel directly south

from Evrai or north from

Windia, you'll find a small

island with a single

dwelling. This is where Bo

and Karn, two adventurers

from Breath of Fire, live in

peaceful retirement. As far

as we can tell, there's noth-

ing significant to do or dis-

cover on Bo and Karn's

Island, at least that relates

directly to your quest. It is a

good place, however, to

build experience levels.
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It will take a moment or two for

the conveyor belt to start.

NINTENDO POWER

I

THE
PRINCE I

Now we'll discuss some of

the more complex situations

in BOF II, starting with help-

ing lean regain his rightful

place as Prince of SimaFort.

Most players manage to fol-

low the chain of clues aryH

events to SimaFort, but that's

where things really get com-

plicated, so we'll start from

that point.

Royal Conspiracy

When you enter SimaFort,

lean will be accused of being

an imposter and will be

thrown in jail. Jean's sister, the

Princess Petape, will then give

you Gills to enable you to

breathe underwater. Exit

SimaFort and go right and up.

Enter the cave and make your

way to Jean's cell. After you

defeat the guard, Jean will tell

you about his Royal Ring. It

can help prove that he's the

real prince, but he gave it to

the witch, Nimufu. ArjpeCT
with this information, your y-

course is clea^ Retract your

steps and Kflk to everyone in ,

SimaFtrrt, then go back ta the

Witch'slower. You^kffndI that

/Nimufu is out lor the evening,

so follow, her westward to the>

'Tnf^mOus Wild-Gat Restaurant

Bowling For Dollars

... Once (icicle the^reS'taurapt's

/ entrance,) ju st^follow the pas-

sage. Obey the directives on

thd^signs ..that ask you to

l enitive your weapons, armor,

etc. At the end of the tunnel,

you'll find yourself on a huge

griddle. This is where you'll

face Wildcat, the owner, head

chef and chief bouncer of the
Grady-A Petite

_. Ingredients
establishment. This culinary t

creep has 600 HP, but a ievf I You mujst now/ind and

well-placed S. Boptm
"

IceDrgn spells should fry his

bacon! Alter"the baffle, vtfalk .

up and Writer the dining room.

There
5

* nytime^K) saropfethe >
fine cuisine, thouj

straight intpTfte rost^at^m and

confredi NimufttShe'll/oss

jhtT Royal. Rifig mtcfthe toilet,

and yoj/fl have todjye in

after.j/P. Follow tnePrng until

rover it. Climh_put and

journefback to SimaFort.

The Challenge

When you return the ring to

Jean, you'll automatically

appear before the king. Since

Petape knows her brother is a

gourmet chef, she'll propose

that they hold a cookina con-

test to prove once^ncTfor all

which one of the Claimants is

the true^nce of the realn

|

the inse^ts-ybu netw -r leys

ly jHjddmg.

Zo dowfr'one level and

thxpw^h the door op
'

left ana up through the

dbprway to. fin'd the.Gblden

Fly. Ityim fly away after you

fat it. but don't worry. Go
right and walk up through the

next five doorways and defeat

the G. Roach. After you cap-

ture it, retrace your steps to

the spot where you fought the

Golden Fly, then take the left

path. Go up until you find the

Golden Fly again. If w^ll flee a

second time^Now fpffow, the

path up^feS; down and dght

to the J. Worm. Defeat it to

ado it to your invgptoryfr Now
retrace you^stdps to tfop spot

where y6u focight'the G.

rcoach,

pt Hejias 1 ,700 HP,

’you're party' is at

Weastjewl 17, you shouldn't

ajjy-''problem putting

him away.

The Cooks and
the Thief
By exposing and trouncing

the imposter, not only will you

restore Jean's title, but you'll

also be able to tie up a loose

plot thread that's been dan-

gling for most of the game.

The King of SimaFort will give

you anything you want in the

castle as a reward for your

You'll get your weapons and armor
back when you leave.

Ml hayarig rustle up some

igredients fast! You'll need

to’make your way to the cata-

combs below the castle to

collect the rare insects need-

ed for Jean's recipe, and the

entrance is actually up on the

roof. Take the right staircase

behind the king's throne to

Jean's old room. Flip the

switch on the back wall and

climb the stairs to the roof.

Help the soldier, then go

down to the courtyard andl_.

talk to the soldier's girltrienflT
*

who is modeling tor a point-

ing. Go backup" to the ropf

and get toe"' key Atom the sol-

dier. Unlock the^door ,

tioach, and^you!#! finally X,

—

retrieyp-ffie ^olddn Fly.

The G^eat / effort

./reteidef
With the ingrpdtents in hand,

>go to thg-Castle dining room

and 'talk to the frog that's

/Standing there. The contest

^will unfold automatically, but

the taste test (not to mention

the food!) won't go down as

well as you might like. In fact,

Petape will run off and try to

blow up the castle! From the

dining room, go up, walk

down the stairs and go into

the bathroom on the right. Hit

the switch on the right wall to

go down. When you stop, go,

through the right wall to order

a secret area. Go right and up

through a cloorway./Here

... business in SimaFort
complete, take Patty to Trout.

efforts, but the real payoff is in

the kitchen. If you visit the

royal chefs, they'll turn over

Patty, the whiny thief who has

been on the run for stealing

Trout's treasure. With Patty in

tow, you'll now be able to

clear Bow's name!

I

MUSIC & I
MEDICINE |

After Bleu and Spa<*join up,

you'll enter a sepjjince of

eventaHhat culminates iff'

yppi'oeing shrunk to micro-

scopic size to battle a deadly

disease thajfls. afflicjing the''

i QueemoffunlapJ'Tirst <?f all,*'

I tijffugh, yfftFll w£ed Jto y
*7 retney^iF lute from the ijwn

j

pF'THiglifbrt, \and<
’this is arj,v

'1 adv^nturB'fn ipllf.

iW Your Way
I After you 'defeat M.C. Tusk,

i place' Spar at the head of the

*,1- party and journey south of

.hop on ttfe cf'mvpydr belt^f' '^\$TmAEor\. Search the woods to

iding downward. / \f * s"
' H ” '

/ V / find the Wise Tree. He'll ask



you to go to Tunlan to borrow

the Therapy Pillow, which

will help him determine

what's killing the forest

around Gate. You won't be

After you visit Tunlan, you'll be
diverted to HighFort.

able to communicate with

most of the people in Tunlan,

but the man standing by the

stairs to the left of the Inn wjUji

tell you that a Flulqjirom

HighFort will act a**H transit

tor. Make toitf way to.

HighFojJ. with/Sten in thp--

lead. ^Vhen ^ou afrive, yaffil

j 'find that .Sten used- to be tije

cjjicf of^HiuhForf castle. With

:>his revelation, Sten will leave

the-f5arty. EntefThe cast® and

. talk to.Sliupukay^ Instead ..of

exjpfx ling^f polite wefrome,

be 1

II literally ppli the rug out

/ from under^ou! -jic

On Your Own
the scene will shift to Sten,

alone somewhere in the cas-

tle. Your mission now is to

regroup with your compan-

ions. Make your way up and

confront Trubo. After you

P defeat him twice, you'll find

yourself at the bottom of a

twver. Trubo will enter the

tow.er and send you off in the

opposite direction. Go left

trass a bridge, up across a

bridge and enter the door. Go
r Up the stairs, then left and up

through the door. Go right.

down, right and up the next

two flights of stairs. Go up and

take the stairs on the right. Go
up the next flight. Go up and

take the second staircase from

the right (not the one on the

end). Go up the next flight.

Walk left, down, left, up and

right. Go through the top right

door. Step on the red tele-

porter pad. Walk down and

take the stairs. Walk left and

down the stairs. Go up anfj>
>

step on the red teleporter pad.

Go through the Renter door-

way and the _one beyond. ^HighFort

Sten will have to take on Trubo all

by his lonesome.

Walk up and take the door on

the right. Go up throjjgffThe

door to' find the print

You'll then fall into a. pn and

/join upfwith yojgvmendsr

A Long and'
Winding Road
Now> walk/bp- through the

(loaf, thep-r.ike the top door

to cnk?r the maze. Go left all

xttie way,,-Up all the way, right

all the way, down, right all

the way, down, left, down,

left, down, right, down, left,

up, left, down and right. Now
take the first path going up,

then go right, up, left, down,

left and up the stairs to the

next level. Walk up all the

way, right all the way, down,

right, down all the way and

left all the way. Take the first

path up, then go right, down,

right all the way, up, left,

down, left, up, left and up the

stairs. Walk up and step on

the top teleporter pad.

Portal <£ Shupukay
Walk up to find the creature

known as Portal. You should

be at least level 27 to beat

down his doors. After the bat-

tle is over, go up through the

door and up the stairs. Walk

left and up the stairs. Go
down, right, up and up the

stairs. Walk left and up the

stairs. Go up the right stair-

case. Walk down, left and up

the stairs to reach the princess

and Shupukay. Your best bets

against him are yourJjirebaN/ ^right and down through the

and IceDrgnspSfs. Once^ Jpoor. Walk to the right until

Shupukay jb^no more, the^you reach another cave. Go
princes^., will give you foe on in. Walk up and left along

Flute in gratitude, buf^as a the top' and down through the

consequence of these vary

catastrdpfTesand

youlil neverb^fllaie Jo

in. There will,be.

Tor regrets, thoughts

w , 5u head^oack fc Tdnlan to

^get the Therapy rilloy^, -
'

The Ailing Qiieen
Y< )u

1

1 1 now be able to commu-
nicate freely with the Tunlan

. citizenry. Talk to everyone in

town to learn about Gedd.

Place either Katt or Nina at

the head of the party and head

The Queen will give you the pillow,

but only if you help her first.

for Mushroom Island, which

is north of Hometown. Bring

Gedd to Tunlan and speak to

the Queen. She'll agree to

give you the Therapy Pillow,

but you must first cure her ill-

ness. Gedd is confident he

can help, but you must go

back to Mushroom Island to

gather ingredients.

Mushroom
Medicine
Back on Mushroom Island,

Gedd's assistant will tell you

to look for a specific mush-

room. From Gedd's chamber,

go down through two caves.

Place Sten at the front of the

party and walk to the left

three times. Go up and enter

the cave. Go up, right, up,

door. Go up the mountain

and crosvtfo the right. Pick the

mushratm on the far right.

Yixpflfautomatically appear

back in Gedd's chamber.

Open the chest to get the

Mirror, then return to Tunlan.

Incredible Voyage
Instead of brewing up a tonic

to give to the Queen, Gedd
whips up a potion for you.

His concoction shrinks you

down to microscopic size so

you can enter the Queen's

body and clean out the dis-

ease yourselves! You must

defeat all of the microbes in

each section of her body. Use

the monster radar to alert you

to any nearby bacteria. Keep

on fighting until Gedd tells

you that everything is "per-

fect." Use the Mirror to exit

Your "monster radar" will help you
keep track of your progress.

the Queen's body. If you

leave and come back, you

won't have to defeat all of the

microbes over again, just the

ones left over from the previ-

ous visit. Once the Queen is

cured, you'll be transported

out of her body automatically.

You can now get the Therapy

Pillow from the Tunlan trea-

sury and hightail it back to

the Wise Tree, just in time to

tackle the next crisis!
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A dimensional gate-
way has opened
between two
worlds, uniting
Mistress Crescendo
and Baron Zemo in
a common, heinous
cause: the total
domination of both
their universes. It

will take the com-
bined armored
might of Iron Man
and X-O Manowar
to shatter their
dreams of conguest
and restore the
dimensional barrier.
The fate of two
universes hangs in
the balance!

SHOW
YOUR
METAL

Acclaim has teamed up with

Marvel and Valiant comics to bring

you Iron Man X-O Manowar In

Heavy Metal, a hard-hitting side-

scroller for the Game Boy. This

game and its comic adaptation

mark the first meeting of these

metallic men-at-arms, and when

they t ome together, the

fly! There are 1

5



IRON MAN X-0 MANOWAR IN HEAVY METAL

MODERN KNIOHT5 IN
HIGH-TECH ARMOR

Tony Stark. Millionaire industrialist and inventor of the awe-

some Iron Man armor. Aric of Dacia. A man thrust out of his

own time and master of the alien X-O Manowar suit.

They're two of the most powerful heroes in either universe,

FLIGHT MODE

and their abilities are yours to command. You can select

either character at the beginning of each level, and depend-

ing on the obstacles you encounter, your choice may help

or hinder your progress.

WEAPON SYSTEMS
Iron Man's chief weapons are electromagnetic repulsor

beams, while the X-O armor (what Aric refers to as his

"good skin") packs twin ion cannons. Press Y to fire single

blasts, hold Y for sustained bursts and press Up or Down
while firing to angle your shots. If you like to get up close

and personal, you can pick up and throw objects or ene-

mies by standing next to them and pressing

Up and then the Y Button. You can also exe-

cute secondary attacks (a high kick for Iron

Man and an overhead slash with an energy

staff for X-O) by pressing Up.

Both sets of armor are equipped with propulsion systems

that enable the wearer to fly. Press the A Button to jump,

then press Up on the Control Pad to activate your boot jets.

An energy gauge on the

left side of the screen

indicates how much

flight time you have left. You can use the Control Pad to steer

in most any direction, but pressing straight Down will deac-

tivate your jets and cause you to fall. The jets will also shut

CAME

BOY



MISSION ONE:
R&D LAB BREACHED

Mistress Crescendo and Baron Zemo have enlisted the help of other super

villains and a corps of alien storm troopers in their bid for power. Their

first target is the research and development lab at Stark Enterprises. Using

an alien raid as a cover. Yellow lacket and Blackout are attempting to steal

a drill bit made from a rare element known as vibranium, which can with-

stand and block extremely high levels of radiation. There's no telling what

their ultimate goal is, but stopping them is your first priority!

LEVEL ONE: SECURE EXTERIOR
Your first task is to secure the perimeter around the lab complex. The

rooftops and pathways are crammed with Spider Aliens, but your superi-

or weapons will make short work of them. Accustom yourself to your

armor's abilities, especially the flight mode. You can fire while in flight,

but setting up your shot can be tricky. The Spider Alien Soldiers will offer

little resistance while the Spider Alien Minions try to grab you and drain

some of your energy reserves.

LEVEL TWO: PROCEED WITH CAUTION
Yellow lacket and Blackout have broken through to the inner

vault and are trying to crack its computer lock codes. While

they've been unable to retrieve the drill bit as yet, they've

have to wind your way through a maze of corridors, elevators

and service ducts to reach the felonious duo, battling aliens

and security robots the entire way. Press Up to activate the

HlflfiBBIlfWIEgmumm

wUfi

Yellow Jacket can shrink to the size

of her namesake, but she must
revert to normal size to fire

her bio electric stings. Crouch
,

down in a corner to escape
her dive-bombing runs, then

angle a repulsor or ion blast to

take her down.

0 mimomtu

managed to turn the main security systems against you. You'll

Destroying the security cameras will |

make the going easier. If you don't.

Yellow Jacket and Blackout will

track your progress and send out

reinforcements. Once you reach the vault.

Yellow Jacket will delay you while

Blackout escapes with their prize.



As with all the levels, you'll receive bonuses for the per-

centage of enemies defeated and power-ups collected, so

take all the time you need. Blackout will eventually telepoii

away with the drill hit, but you'll soon have more important

things to worry about ! iq

This level ups the ante with more aliens, more robots and

more danger. Floating electronic "eyes" monitor specific

stretches of corridor, and their sensor-guided laser beams

pack quite a wallop. Other obstacles will also pui a strain

on your armor, so uncover as many energy cells as you can.

Blackout is gone, but he's left you with one last, parting shot.

Some sections of floor on this level have been rigged to collapse
under the weight of your armor. The fall won't hurt you, but you
may find yourself dropping into the waiting arms and legs of a

squad of alien antagonists. You can usually outrun a collapsing

floor fairly easily, and you can also activate your boot jets while ii

mid-air by pressing Up on the Control Pad. Then we'll see just whc
has the drop on whom!

Yellow Jacket is in custody, but Blackout has managed to

elude you, and he's rigged the security doors on this level to
]

i

| | |
1

| |

l^j Ip !

crush you if you get near. The doors are impervious to your

beams, so you II have to sneak through them. The doors will 3—-GO—OO—« 5

open a bit longer the second time. Wait for the second
opening, then run through. If you're on a conveyor belt, face
away from the doors and tap the Control Pad to keep from
hitting them until it's time to move.
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Your efforts to clean out the alien infestation will be hampered by

power outages, jammed emergency doors and sparking live-wires

powerful enough to overload your m a mmM «» m a—

VVnl i r.n k command.-i m i ! u i.

j

t"

between travel-

m Vi m
inside and out- irflM H
side of the train. E

LEVEL ONE:
CLEAN THE 5TREETS
Faced with the c hoice of protecting the city's residents or pursu-

ing a villain, you'll realize that there's really no choice at all.

Your first task is to clear out the aliens at street level and along

the rooftops. The aliens will be more aggressive than before and,

in response to your attacks,

will i all out their dreaded

Wolf Class troopers. Those

creatures are genetically engi-

neered solely for combat, and

you’re going to have a fight

on your hands!

You can run up and down the fire escapes, but it's much
more efficient for you to jump or use your boot jets to reach

the high ground. Once on the rooftops, you'll run afoul of

Mistress Crescendo's personal guards. They're crack
shots, and their anti-gravity platforms give them a tactical

advantage the rest of your foes don't have. You can strike

back from the roofs or

take the fight to them.

MISSION TWO:
BUG HUNT

The alien invaders have been ousted from Stark Enterprises, only to take up residence at

Orb Industries (the corporation that Aric controls) and most of Manhattan! Do the villains

really have a target at Orb, or is this entire scenario just a diversion to keep you from pur-

suing Blackout and the vlbranium drill bit? There's no time to figure it out as aliens run

amok the length and breadth of the island. The safety of New York's citizens is paramount !

Alien troops have taken

refuge within the buildings

and are lying in wait for

unsuspecting super-

heroes like you!

Approach any win- lj

dow cautiously.
*'*-

They'll come crash- i

ing through with lit-

tle warning, so __
pause for a moment
before you cross in

front of one.

LEVEL TWO: TRAIN RIDE



With most of the enemy troops routed, it's time to scope out the sit-

uation at Orb Industries. You'll find another maze of corridors and

elevators crawling with storm troopers, air mines and security

robots. You can chart your course on the map below. The darker

areas indicate where each elevator shaft starts and stops. There are

no major foes to contend with here, but the rank and file uglies will

he work enough.

IRON MAN X-0 MANOWAR IN HEAVY MCTAl

The aliens will begin to act more like their terrestrial

counterparts, clinging to walls and skittering along

the ceilings. They'll lie back in the shadows, then leap

down as they become visible on screen. They'll also

have developed some resistance to your weapons, so
you'll probably be better off fighting in close quarters.

Try to move in close and throw them at each other. You
may take a hit or two, but you'll often fare worse if

you try to trade laser fire with them.

Like Stark Enterprises, Orb Industries

is equipped with automated defense
systems that have been turned to

more sinister purposes. Destroy all

the “spy eye" sentries located next to

the elevators before your adversaries

spot you.

_J
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Pkes cumber,
The undergrowth is so thick in some
places as to be impassable, so you'll have
to take to the sky again to proceed. Some
of the branches are strong enough to hold

your weight, and you can fire your energy
beams through them.

Scores of enemies are

clinging to hanging vines,

waiting for you to fly into

weapons range. You can
pick them off one by one or

just blast on by.

LEVEL FOUR: SEEK AND DESTROY
As the last infiltrators flee the Orb complex, you'll learn that Mistress Crescendo

herself was at the head of the strike force. The skies will fill with raiders and gun-

ships to cover her retreat. Use your energy weapons to cleave

a path through the phalanx of enemy fighters. You can't line up

straight-on with the enemies towards the top of the screen, so

angle your shots upward from below. You can dodge the gun-

ships, but the heat-seeking missiles they're packing are quite

another story!

LEVEL FIVE: NII5TRE55 CRESCENDO
With her psycho-kinetic powers.

Mistress Crescendo is capable of

reversing all of your armor's

control systems. When the

screen colors reverse,

will your controller func-

tions! Pressing Up will

make you crouch, pressing A will fire your weapons, pressing Y

will make you jump and so on. Re-orient yourself as best you

can, dodge her shots and keep firing.

MISSION THREE:
THE JUNGLE

Once in custody. Mistress Crescendo gloatingly reveals that the drill bit is safely on its way to

South America, but that's all you can get out of her. StarkSat sensors detect a vibranium sig-

nature heading south towards a remote volcano, as well as increased industrial activity in the

region. You still don't know why the villains want the drill bit, but you've got a distinct feeling

that you'll soon find out!

[ LEVEL ONE: FIND THE DRILLBIT
This is where the game really gets challenging, even on the Easy difficulty setting. The enemy ranks I

1
will be augmented by Dromak cyborgs and Armorine mercenaries, and they'll come popping out

of the underbrush with no warning. Floating mines and airborne raiders are just two of the new

obstacles you'll encounter as you soar over the treetops.

NWENDO POWER



LEVEL FIVE: FIGHT ON
The Dromak Gladiator's armor rivals your own, but your boot

jets will give you a key tactical advantage. His staff can

deflect your bolts, so fly above him to draw his fire, then drop

down behind him and cut loose. Dodge the boulders that rain down and shoot

him when the platforms collapse.

MISSION FOUR:
ZOLA CASTLE

LEVEL ONE:
THE COSMIC CUBE

IRON MAN X-0 MANOWAR IN HEAVY METAL

LEVEL TWO: HELICOPTER GUNSHIP
As you close in on your objective, the enemy will call in the big guns.

This gunship is more heavily armored than the ones you've faced before,

and it's ready to rock your world with dual racks of heat-seeking may-

hem. Approach from below to stay out of its line of fire.

LEVEL THREE: VOLCANO
Your sensors show the vibranium trail leading into the caves beneath the volcano.

This is one level where X-O's ability to hit overhead targets will come in handy.

Expect hordes of enemies, laser gun emplacements and collapsing floors.

LEVEL FOUR: TIME FOR A SWIM
Once again, the X-O armor will serve you better in this situation.

Even so, the water pressure will slow your reactions and decrease

your boot jets' efficiency. Be especially wary of the floating mines

and try to take them out at a distance. If they lock onto you, they'll

just keep coming!

Zemo is now holed up with his remaining allies,

Blackout and Arnim Zola, at a castle constructed

over the dig site. You'll have to wade through a

cadre of alien assassins and genetically engineered

mutates created by Zola. The Iron Man amior will be

a better choice for this and some upcoming levels.

New intelligence reports reveal the true

nature of Zemo and Crescendo's plot: to

use the drill bit to uncover the Cosmic

Cube, a fabled extraterrestrial artifact. Like

the genies of legend, the Cube can grant

any wish and give its user god-like power!

^nTrfrrf
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AAAHH!!! REAL MONSTfRS

HOW DO I REACH THE GREEN
ARROW IN LEVEL 3-2?

B ouncy bones and a springy

sponge plant make it tough to

reach the Green Arrow in Level 3-

2. Stand on the right side of the ledge

above the arrow and tap right on your

Control Pad until you fall. As you tum-

ble, you'll pass through the bones on the

left wall and land next to the sponge

plant. Walk past the plant to the Green

Arrow. If you jump past the plant, you'll

bounce all the way back up the hole.

monsters from getting to the bottom of this

hole and the Green Arrow in Level 3-2.

Tap right on the Control Pad until you fall off the

edge and down the hole. As you fall, you’ll barely

miss the bones lining the left wall of the hole.

a HOW DO I GET TO THE YELLOW ARROW IN 5-1 ?

Ride up the platform and walk to the rightT
he spinning Yellow Arrow in Level

5-1 is easy to spot but difficult to

reach. Drop down the slide and

fall to the left. After you land you'll find a

path that slopes down and to the right.

If you want to hit this Yellow Arrow, you must
drop through the hole in middle of the slide.

@ mnmpoww

Take it and scoot down the two slides.

When you reach the bottom, run to the

left and bounce up along the steep slope

by landing on the tires and springs in the

ground. At the top you'll find a platform.

Run to the left and bounce off the tires and
springs to reach the top of the steep slope.

to a brown slide. If you don't touch any

button after you start to slide down, you'll

fall through a hole in the slide and reach

the spinning Yellow Arrow.

As you start to slide, don't touch any button

the Control Pad so you’ll fall through the hole.



(LUFIA II: RISE OF THE
ySINISTRALS
HOW DO I ENTER THE SHRINE
OF VENGEANCE?

Y ou can't cross the broken floor at

the entrance to the Shrine of

Vengeance, but you can enter

the ruins through a secret underwater

entrance. When you return Dr. Kirmo's

plans to him in his lab in Portravia, your

ship will be converted into a submarine.

Sail back to the Shrine of Vengeance and

submerge over the dark spot in the water

southwest of the shrine. You'll find the

real shrine entrance there.

The Shrine of Vengeance near Barnan is falling

apart. You can't walk across the broken floor.

You'll find an underwater cavern linked to the

shrine after you have the submarine.

WHERE IS THE DIVINE SHRINE DRAGON EGG?

Y ou can find a Dragon Egg here if

you play five musical tiles in an

ascending order from lowest to

highest note. Use a bomb on the cracked

Find the hidden room with the musical tiles by

bombing the cracked wall on the third floor.

wall on the Third Floor of the Divine

Shrine. Inside you'll find a room with five

musical tiles. The tile in the middle is the

lowest note. When you step on it, a row

Step on the tiles from the lowest to the high-

est note to drop the rows of spikes on the floor.

of spikes on the floor will drop. When you

play the notes in the right order, all the

spikes will disappear. Walk up to the

chest and claim your Dragon Egg.

Once the spikes are lowered, fight the monster

and walk to the chest to claim the Dragon Egg.

HOW DO I SOLVE THE LIGHTHOUSE CRATE PUZZLE?!?

A magic spell locks the door in the

right chamber on the first floor of

the North Lighthouse. You can

break the spell by covering the tile with

one of three crates. Place a crate on both

Place two crates on the buttons at the top of

the room to r on this portal to a secret door.

buttons at the top of the room. Instead of

placing the remaining crate on the last

button, place it in front of the door. This

holds the portal open while you remove

one of the crates from the right or left but-

Now place a crate in front of the door to hold

the portal open. You're halfway there.

ton. Place a crate on the middle button,

then pick up the remaining crate and

move it over the dark tile that was

surrounded by spikes. The spell will be

broken so you can enter the room.

Place one of the crates on the center button,

then move the other crate over the dark tile.

voimcu ©



) EARTHBOUND

WHY CAN'T I STAY AT THE
MOONSIDE INN?

Y ou can stay at the Moonside Inn,

but you need to know how to

communicate with the natives.

Everything in Moonside is the opposite

of the other areas in the game, including

the meaning of any conversations you

have with the inhabitants. “Yes" means

"No" and "No" means "Yes." So whenev-

er you want to stay at the Moonside Inn,

just say "No" to your host. It is possible to stay in the Moonside Inn, but

you must know how to speak like a native.

When you're asked if you want to stay at the
Moonside Inn, just say "No." Have a good rest!

H HOW DO I DEFEAT STARMAN DELUXE?

S
tarman Deluxe is the leader in of

the Stonehenge Base. Ness and the

gang run into problems fighting this

bucket of bolls whenever they use a PSI

attack. This is because Starman Deluxe's

armor has a PSI Shield coating. Use your

weapons instead. Jeff's Multi Bottle

Rockets work best. Starman Deluxe has

1500 hit points, so your party levels

should average at least 55. If Paula must

use a PSI ability, use Lifeup to heal your

party members. Finally, don't waste your

time attacking the Starmen that assist

their leader. They will disappear once

you crash Starman Deluxe's circuitry.

Starman Deluxe has a protective PSI Shield that

reflects any PSI attack back on your party.

Multi Bottle Rockets work best against

Starman Deluxe. Buy a few before your battle.

Ignore the Starmen that arrive to assist their

leader. Focus your attacks on Starman Deluxe.

H WHY IS MY BANK BALANCE WRONG?
out before talking to Dad, Each time > ir ATM account. Suppose you took $ 1

5

D ad is never wrong about your bank

balance, he simply tells you how
much money you made since you

last spoke to him. Still, some aspiring

financial wizards become confused aljout

their bottom line when they take money

defeat an enemy, money is placed in your

ATM account. You don't have to tell Dad

to add the money. For example, if you had

a balance of $25 and you defeated an

enemy worth $ 1 0, you would have $35 in

from the ATM. Then your account balance

would be $20. If you called Dad on the

phone, he would say, "I've added $10 to

your account since we last talked. Your

balance should now be $20."

Dad tells you how much money he placed in your

account, then gives you your ATM balance.

If you remove money from your ATM account
before calling Dad, you might think he's wrong.

Each time you defeat an enemy. Dad automati-

cally deposits the money in your ATM account.



DAFFY DUCK: THE MARVIN .

^

MISSIONS jA
|

|hOW DO 1 CHANGE MY WEAPON? Hr
Martin Doyal 1

1

Y ou need to earn ten points before

you can change your weapon.

You receive one point for every

enemy you defeat. After picking up ten

points, pause the game and press twice

Daffy can switch to a new weapon each time

he earns ten points by defeating enemies.

on the Control Pad in one of four direc-

tions: Up gives you the Laser Cun, Down
arms you with the Big Bullet Gun, Left

equips the Bouncing Cun and Right gives

you the Rapid Fire Gun. Press the Select

Whenever Daffy enters a new area in a stage,

his weapon reverts back to his original ray gun.

Button if you want to keep your original

weapon or hit the B Button twice to

restore all your health. Any time you

enter a new area in the game, Daffy has

his original weapon back in his arsenal.

While all weapons can dispatch enemies, most
players think the Big Bullet Gun works the best.

HOW DO I MAKE AN EXTRA LONG JUMP? M
T

o make extra long or high jumps,

you'll need to tap the A Button

rather than simply pushing it

down. The length of your jump is con-

trolled by your jet pack. Your jet pack

has a limited amount of energy, which is

indicated in the energy gauge. By using

controlled bursts of energy, Daffy can jet

across extra long gaps. These long leaps

are easier to master if you have the Super

Game Boy and a turbo controller.

Vbu can jump extra high or cross long gaps if you

tap the A Button rapidly. You must master this

technique to make it to the end of the game.

The jet pack has limited pressure, so you need

to watch your gauge. As your fuel pressure

drops, look for platforms or rocks to land on.

Q R A FAST FACTS la.
BREATH OF FIRE II

Q: What is the highest possible character

level?

A 99

Q: Is there a special reason that the Dragon

Gem changes color on the text screen?

A No, but it's fun to watch.

Q: What is a Tolen?

A A Tolen is a special coin used in casinos.

Sounds a lot like a "token," doesn't it?

KEN GRIFFEY JR.'S

WINNING RUN
Q: Who is the best hitter in the Home Run

Derby?

A Griffey (who else?)

Q: Can I trade Griffey?

A Nope. He's the only player in the game
you cannot trade.

Q: Which teams are the best in the game?
A The Braves, Reds, Indians and Mariners.

CENTIPEDE/MILLIPEDE

Q: When will I get an extra life?

A You get an extra life every 12,000

points in Centipede and every 10,000

points in Millipede.

Q: Can I play a two-player simultaneous

Centipede match?

A Yes, but you can't do it if you're using

the Super Game Boy adapter. You need

two Game Boys linked together with

a Game Link Cable and two
Centipede/Millipede game Paks.
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If you have an itch for a new Mortal

Kombat, the definitive fighter from

Williams Entertainment will be

available only on the Nintendo /

64, probably as one of the first 1

N64 games available this fall. Is /,

this too much MK? That's a fair fm
Ultimatequestion

Mortal Kombat 3 also being

released this fall for the Super

NES, but MKT has one thing

going for it over all the other

versions. It's the best. Mortal

Kombat Trilogy has the ,

best of the old and the

best of the new in the ongoing

MK series, Players will feast

on a huge lineup of. oppo-

nents, including all the I

characters from Mortal L

Kombat II and Ultimate , k
Mortal Kombat 3. /M

V fl sound, and excel-

\ m \ /War *enI oPbons such

as custom con-

I configtirn-

W m V lions for the N64.

li M One player will bat-

I tie through four

towers of chal-

\ B Tournament mode

and two players

can square off with

nk two characters in

Nr the four fighter

mode. To recap,

this humongous tournament fighter

will have at least 29 favorite kom-

batants and characters such as Rain

and Noob Saibot, who now have

fighting roles. Expect three unnamed

fighters plus an undisclosed number

of special characters. You'll find at

least 27 enhanced backgrounds,

new fatalities and babalities, at least

70 new Kombat Kodes, more aggres-

sive game play strategies, eight

megabits of sound including new

voices with no cut off and the best

graphics of any

Mortal Kombat

game for either

the home or

Hidden characters and several new

characters will make appearances,

as well, but Williams isn't saying

who the new victims will be just yqt.

Expect hew moves, new back-

grounds, a game engine built on ihe

Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3 model

and better graphics than the arcade

version of UMK3. If that's not

enough to satisfy your itch, MKT will

have new Kombat Kodes, stereo



arcade. Now, if that's not

enough to stop the itch, you'd

better get some new skin.

ties and the two new stage

fatalities never before

,
seen in an MK game,

p (Rumor has it that there

may well be four new

^
,

stage fatalities in MKT.)

F \ Tobias' art is used

^ ,\ throughout, but

Mark May and

^ Greg Miller, the

^ artists at Williams

(A; Entertainment,

/.J/, have added

k 'vlAenhancements

B wherever possible.

I "A lot of the changes

B from the arcade

games are fairly sub-

tie," added Mark

Guidarelli, who
helped program

the game. For

one thing, the

backgrounds

^k are more

As for game play, MKT will be tout-

ed as the most balanced of MKs. The

four towers are Novice, Warrior,

Master, and Champion, In addition

to a new look for the towers, there

may be different paths for players to

follow as they strive to reach the top.

So, how is it possi- ,

ble to pack the 40 Mf J
Megabytes of the j. >.

j

I

arcade Ultimate «
MK3 and more

1

/

/

into the 64 Megabits of the I

N64 Game Pakf Williams
*

Entertainment didn't flinch or

even blink when given the task

of creating the definitive Mortal

Kombat for the Nintendo 64.

"It was an opportunity to ere- i

ate an MK version that was I

even better than the arcade 1

versions,'' said David Schwartz,

one of a team of just five devel-

opers at Williams who have

been working on MKT since i

lanuary of this year. "It was a

chance to make the definitive

2D fighter." Of course, the

game design started with the

warlords of the arcade business,

Ed Boone and )ohn Tobias, who

create their video game magic

at Williams Industries in

Chicago. As always, Ed and

John created the characters'

moves and new elements such

as guest characters, new babali-

"You'll also find that (Mortal Kombat

Trilogy) favors more aggressive

play," says David Schwart2 . How
sof "Them's a new feature we're

working on called the

^ Aggressor mode. You

have a Super Power

vlmf meter that builds up

as you inflict dam-

age on the oppo-

nent. When (ho

meter is full, you
vE*V) 1 < an Miiior

move." David

* explained that

|WJ, there will be a

animated than before, nl

They're also more interactive. M
Characters will

I be able to V

smash through some back-

ground objects. You'll lie able to

smash up from the main back-

ground area to a new area as

you could in MK3, as well, but

now you'll be able to smash

up several levels instead of

just one.

)0 poivfp



gianl fiery hand and Sub-Zero's ice

spike. Speaking of cool stuff, don't

be surprised to find Kombat Kodes

that allow you to tweak all sorts of

stuff in the game, including how the

aggressor mode and comho systems

work. As for hidden characters,

Williams is playing it close to the

chest. One thing they did mention,

however, was a new character who
takes special advantage of the graph-

ics capabilities of the N64. When it

is complete (and new elements are

going into the game every day), it

seems that Mortal Kombat Trilogy

will be all that its creators in Chicago

and San Diego hoped it could be. It

will be the definitivea=====
MK. The biggest. The

III!

the Nintendo 64.

penalty for players who continuous-

ly block. "If you keep blocking, the

aggressor's Power meter builds up

even faster. In this game, you'll have

to attack ." There's talk abput

changes to the combo system, too,

but 90% of the combat system

should be familiar to players. As for

new moves, a couple of the favorite

new fatalities demonstrated at E3

included
Scorpion's ft

In addition to these 29 familiar names,

Ihree mystery characters will join in Ihe

fun. The development learn also promises

mounds of mortal surprises, including hid-

den characters. There's no telling how big

this game will be in the end.



Titus really challenges the ol'

gray matter with this classic

puzzler. Each round starts

with one or more Brainies

resting in a self-contained

maze. The object is to roll

each Brainie, which resemble-

nothing so much as a day-glo

marshmallow with an attitude, to its

home tile of the same color. Ah, but that

bald description is a bit like saying the

object of football is to push harder than the

other guys. Lulling you at first with a series of

deceptively simple challenges, Titus soon pulls out all the

You'll have to finagle your way around, over

and through barriers, bombs, warp tiles, sealed-

off rooms, bumpers and one-way

arrows. Conquering all 100

challenges will require some

serious brainpower. The

graphics aren’t exactly slate

of the art, but if eympqlsive

puzzle-playing is up your

alley, invite the Brainies in lor

a visit. They may soon take over

your house!

Do you like to
wits and have
guffaw at the
time? Then
yourself for
invasion,
poly ratiocinators
have escaped their
holding cage at Euro
developer Titus and
leaped across the Big
Pond. They won't rest
until they've conquered
the Colonies!

NINTENDO POWER



BRAINIES

Locks halt all Brainies except
those of the same color, which
eliminate them. Sometimes you
don't want to remove a lock.

,V\A«.P
-rrus

THVVAR.T

• Block a warp tile with a differ-

• ent-colored Brainie. In the

• screen shots below, a red

• Brainie moves to a blue warp
• tile. A blue Brainie can then
• roll across the other blue
• warp tile with impunity.

Run across an arrow and it will shove
you in the direction it is pointing. Be
careful, though. Because you don't

have any choice when running into an
arrow, you could find yourselfgoing

around and around and around and
around....

Brainies grind to a halt when they bump
against a fellow Brainie. In some stages,

you'll have to build columns of one or

more Brainies in order to get another
Brainie just where you want it.

With Brainies, rest your thumbs fqr a few

moments while you study the lay of the land. Objects in

your Brainie's way can help or hinder the trip home. A
Brainie will bounce off ,a round bumper, while an arrow

propels a Brainie in the way the arrow is pointing. A
Brainie comes to a rest against an orange bumper with

a line through it. To get into sealed rooms, you'll have

to use one of the elusive warp tiles. Besides finishing

each course successfully in the time allowed, you also

want to rack up as many points as possible.

Roll a Brainie across a

warp tile of the same
color and it will shoot out

of a warp tile elsewhere on
the board. The direction from
which you enter a warp deter-

mines your exit direction.

I

You can keep playing if a

Brainie rolls over a bomb of the
same color, but there's no way
you can win that round.

HEARTS
Hearts don't affect game
play, but they do give you
points. You also gain points

by finishing aa round early.

A Brainie can shield

itself from bomb blasts

by grabbing a joker first.

Help yourself to a plateful of seconds by
rolling across a clock. The precise amount
of time gained varies from clock to clock.

Unless you're the odd sort of game player who lives for

the thrill of seeing the words "Game Over," give a

little thought to strategy before pushing your Brainies

around the landscape. Here are a few of the moves
you'll find yourself using again and again.

mum it



The game guys

Titus brainstormed many a long night away while working

on Brainies. The result: 100 rounds of head-scratching fun!

They've also inserted video of assorted Brainie hijinks, such

as discovering a gusher of water in the desert.

Fortunately, there is also added password protection every

fifth round. Here are detailed strategies for five rounds.

G*>N'T SPKAfN
VeVK &K.A»N. N\AN

There's more than one way to send a bunch of Brainies

home. One of the quickest ways to finish this section

requires you to pile on the Brainies. First, roll the red (->

Brainie down and right to its warp .tile. Now when you H5-

scoot the blue Brainie right, it will come to rest on its

home tile. Roll the yellow Brainie left and down, then zip '4
the green Brainie up, left and down again to its home tile.

Roll the red Brainie right, up, left and down until it

lies beside the green Brainie. Roll the yellow Brainie

“ to the upper right-hand corner. Roll the red Brainie

and then the yellow Brainie home. Pause frequently

<a>
v\ if you need to take

\ stock of your situ- WfJ & i V.
@ \ ation, but note A
^ that pausing the A_j

0J&)it.w9ame renders all ©
Brainies invisible. J

sStif/iStofHX.

vmi

i

KEt? SKAfNi? AT Nf^WT.
rutTUK's s?su£»ut

Courses with lots of arrows may look easy, but

if you're not careful you might find yourself

caught in a perpetual round of ping-pong. Avoid

that trap by roiling the red Brainie up, not right or

left into an arrow. First, though, scoot the

green Brainie lef t and down until it bumps
against the red Brainie, then nudge it home.

Roll the red Brainie up to the warp tile, then

left and up to the arrow that will send it home.
5Now roll the yellow Brainie on the right up to f

its home tile. Roll the remaining yellow Brainie

down and left to its home tile.

3 NINTENDO POWER



BRAINIES

THAT Sg,KA»N?5
Roll the green Brainie along the arrow path to cover the
blue bomb. Now roll the blue Brainie to a rest on the green
Brainie s right, then warp the green Brainie. Roll the blue

Brainie home. Unlock the yellow lock and warp the yellow
Brainie. Now roll the green Brainie down and left. Grab the
clock with the red Brainie, then warp and roll it until it rests
on top of the yellow warp tile. Now you can roll the yellow

Brainie harmlessly across the other warp tile and
send both the green and red Brainies home.

ANP> CtoOC
’

Roll the yellow Brainie in the middle to unlock the two yellow locks. Now roll the
red Brainie to the yellow home tile and down, followed by the green Brainie. Vbu

... •
will have to move the yellow Brainie out of the

green Brainie's way. Send the yellow Brainie to its

flfc
"3** home tile. Move the blue Brainie left and down. Roll

i3v the green Brainie up and right until it rests against

ufe ~
t’ the blue Brainie, then move the other yellow Brainie

ra

t

v) left. Now roll the blue, red, green and yellow" "" ' '
' Brainies to their home tiles, in that order. You willL___ _ have to warp the red Brainie.

A \NAfi5.7Sg? TAiA^-TNATrON
rykjr The profusion of warp tiles, arrows, bombs m

a|‘ and other hazards makes this one of the ^
afe-? ' toughest stages yet. First, pick the blue lock by ,.

> fcfj |- moving the blue Brainie right and down. Continue up 5
r ‘-5s£ |

until the blue Brainie covers the yellow home tile, then

|

scoot the red Brainie to the upper left-hand corner via

BP. the red warp tile. Warp the yellow Brainie to cover the red warp tile

I

at t,1e bottom. Now you can harmlessly roll the red Brainie over the

DC
|

other red warp tile and down. Move the green Brainie down one
I block, then send the yellow Brainie to the upper right-hand corner

and down to unlock the yellow lock. Roll the green Brainie up, left,

down and left, then warp it home. Using the arrow, move
the yellow Brainie to the spot formerly occupied by the green Brainie. m
Roll the red Brainie right, down, right, up, right, up, and right to the

1

upper right-hand corner. Keep that Brainie rolling until it reaches home.
Move the yellow Brainie up, left, down, left, down, right and up until it jg?
rests beside the blue Brainie. Roll the blue Brainie clockwise until it -fti AC
reaches home, then send the _ _

, Qpj
fljj yellow Brainie home.

VOLUME 86



FOR WEEKS YOU'VE BEEN

Snott's ropey

talent helps you

across the gaps on

the race course,

keeping you run-

ning snout-to-

beak with the

nefarious

Psycrow.

This leap is the

toughest in the

stage. If Snott's

sticky grip slips,

use his parachute

and try to glide

right and catch

the ledge.

If you collect

enough Turbo

Power Items and

nail Psycrow with

your gun, you

should have no

problem crossing

the finish line first.

SQUASHING BADDIES,

SCROUNGING POWER-UPS AND
SLAPPING THE RESET BUTTON,
BUT NO MATTER WHAT YOU
TRY, THE BIG BADDIE AT THE

END ALWAYS TAKES YOU OUT.

WHAT YOU NEED IS AN INSIDE

EDGE, TIPS TO GET YOU
THROUGH AND OVER THE TOP. SMHHwoFM
THAT'S WHY NINTENDO POWER JIM Z

IS SHOWING YOU HOW TO...

Clearing this long

chasm is Snott a

problem for your

slimy, green

friend. Throw him
over to the green

platform in the

right corner.

JIM'S MAR RASH to
tKS URRB'P BNtf
Stage 12, "See Jim Run. Run Jim Run" is the last

level in Earthworm Jim 2. Jim must beat Psycrow

in a wild race to reach Princess What's-Her-

Name. Psycrow has a few dirty tricks up his

feathers and, unlike previous levels. Stage 12

does not include lucky breaks like Continue Icons

or Password Flags. If Jim doesn't win the race,

he'll be fried to crispy worm bacon.

If Psycrow has the

lead, he'll drop walls

in Jim's path. Shoot

Psycrow to slow
him down and worm-
whip the barriers in

your way.

NINTENDO POWER



BUT THE BOSS

Pl-tFALL

tH6 MAYAN At>V6NtWS

SpJ^itWAL AWAKENINGS
Zakelua's Spirit is a large stone warrior you encounter at the end of Level 1 1 . Zakelua

has four different attacks: he throws fireballs, causes earthquakes, pulls you toward him

and slams you on the ground, or breaks apart and attacks you in pieces. Formulate your

winning game plan by taking the defensive measures listed below.

It>UNG SVfit>oL
Eyedol is the last warrior you

^ 1 encounter while battling through

the stages in the oneplayer mode.

You won't have a tough time if

you keep your combos limited to

four or five hits. Sabrewulf is

used as an example in the photos

below, but you can apply these

killer strategies against Eyedol

using any of the nine other char-

acters in the game.

Zakelua drops one
knee just before

he launches a

stone fist. Avoid

the heavy hand
by jumping over it

or lying flat on

the ground.

When your stone
inventory dips below
ten, one final bag of

rocks falls from the

ceiling. Pick it up and
replenish your arsenal.

Are you feeling all

shook up by Zakelua's

earthquake attack?
Try jumping up just

before the warrior

spirit puts his

foot down.

Stand on the far right

or left side of the

chamber to avoid

Zakelua when he goes
to pieces and flings

rocks in your face.

If you remain persis-

tent and patient

throughout the bat-

tle, you should be

able to defeat
Zakelua with twenty
hits on the head.

KILLEP INS+1NC+

Eyedol is powerful but he
can't move very fast. Keep
your distance and use a

dash attack to open your

Super and Hyper combos.

If you limit your combo
moves to four or five

hits, Eyedol usually

can't react fast enough
to use a combo break-

er and counterattack.

Eyedol prefers to

launch his green fire-

ball attacks from a dis-

tance. Stand just

beyond Eyedols club

arc to extinguish this

danger.

You can finish Eyedol

with an Ultra Combo on
a low difficulty level,

but you might be the

one getting burned on

the expert settings.

VOLUME 8i @
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tHe

LION KINO
+H6 LION KING

06At tH6 tA"P ©Wt oF SCAT*
The final battle with Scar takes place on the top of

Pride Rock. Turn up the volume on your television so

you can distinguish the hits from the misses. Hit Scar

several times and jump over him, then turn around

and hit him again. As Scar begins to tire, he'll lower

his head. Roar at him and execute the maul and flip

attack. If you can't flip Scar, you need to tire him out

more. Keep repeating this technique until you flip

Scar off the rock.

jgrnxtom

" CHpOMo
+FIGG6P

tiMS S VP Fop LAVoS
Lavos has several defenses that must be eliminated

in a precise order, so your key to victory is knowing

what to attack and when to do it. Always keep your

party healthy with spells and Elixirs. While the pic-

tures and captions below show a party made up of

Crono, Ayla and Marie, the battle strategy remains

the same with different characters. Effective spells

to use against Lavos with this particular party are

Cube Toss and Luminaire.

NINTENDO POWER

To win the

fierce feline

fight, you must
maul and flip

Scar off the

ledge on the

left side of

the screen.

If Scar pins

Simba down,
rapidly press

the Jump Button

to free Simba
from Scar's

razor-sharp grip.

Use Simbas roar

and follow up

with a maul and
flip attack to

tire Scar and
drive him to

the cliff edge.

Flip the fatigued

Scar until he rolls

off the ledge. If he

resists, try tiring

him out some more.

Break Lavos's Revive
spell and speed up
your progress in the

battle by destroying

his arms first.

The highest priority

throughout the battle

is keeping your party

healthy with

Cure 2 Spells.

After Lavos is cut

down to the core,

concentrate your

party's attacks

on the humanoid
body first.

After the humanoid
center of the Lavos
Core is destroyed,

target the tough
floating pod on

the right.

Depending on who is

in your party and when
you defeat Lavos,

you could see one of

twelve different

endings.



E>ON/fcGV KONG
LBNt>

Begin the battle by follow-

ing K. Rool around and jump-
ing on his head every time

he throws his crown at you.

over the lizard is nearly returns To crown throwing. Stomp
impossible. on his head seven more times.

mmm
woLirvu orr JCirvtr k.

"

You'll find King K. Rool in his kingdom at the end of the Big City. The big lug likes

to throw his crown around. Jump on his exposed head until he begins to flop around

the chamber. Wait out K. Rool's tantrum and repeat the head bouncing technique.



PGA TOUR ‘96

The Arena starter is caHthg your name. It's

your turn on the- first tee at the TPC at

Sawgrass. Aim for the green and see how

low you cap go in T8 holes of golf. Fred

Couples, Tommy Tolies and Phil

Mickelson all managed a 64 in one of

their rounds on this course last March,

and they didn't even have a Reset Button.

wLf/ Send a photo of your scorecard to the

Arena. The top twenty duffers will receive

four Super Power Stamps.

CHALLENGE #2

1

CHALLENGE #1
1

SUPER MARIO
KART

Super Mario Kart is in the zone this

month. We want your fastest times for

the Star Cup CircuitVBowser Castle 3.

Choose between Time Trial or Gran Prix

mode and select your favorite character.

The best racers usually nail their times

using Donkey Kong Jr., but the big ape

might have a tough time in the tight

turns. The top twenty racers win four

Super Power Stamps. Cheaters who cut

corners with game enhancement devices

will be disqualified.

KEIM GRIFFEY JR.’S
WINNING RUN

Knock the ball past the wall and out

of the park in Ken Griffey Jr.'s Winning

Run. This month's challenge dares

you to step up to the plate in Home Run

Derby mode and prove that you're

the best in the Arena. Take a picture of

the final results screen with your top

home run total and mail it in to

Nintendo Power. The top twenty

sluggers pick up four Super Power

Stamps that can be used like cash for

cool gear in the Nintendo Power Super

Power Supplies Catalog.

BONUS STAGE
BONANZA

Have you ever tried finding every bonus

stage or area in a game? Sometimes it's

hard to be sure if you found all of them,

especially if the instruction manual

doesn't tell you how many are in the

game. Listed below are the total number

of bonus stages, areas or games included

in six Super NES titles. See if you can find

them all. Since there is no way to docu-

ment your accomplishment in a single

photograph, no prizes will be awarded.

This challenge is strictly for fun.

Can you-

•swoop into all five Bonus Areas in

Gradius III?

•drop in on all three Bonus Games in

Pilotwings?

•blast your way through all seven Bonus

Areas in Zombies Ate My Neighbors?

•unearth the four Bonus Areas in Pitfall:

The Mayan Adventure?

•open the five Bonus Rooms in Krusty's

Super Fun House?

•uncover all six Bonus Challenge games

in Yoshi's Island?

© NINTENDO POWER



MADDEN ‘96

Best NFL Records (Volume 82)

Most Yards Passing

Scott Isokane Honolulu, HI 8,031

Josh Spicer Woodinville, WA 4,698

Benjamin Egan Madison, Wl 2,278

Phillip Blum Milwaukee, Wl 2,180

Dustin Kessinger Champaign, IL 2,141

Shaun MacMullan Soquel, CA 1,985

Adam & Andrew Galion, OH 1,818

Clinger

Steve Liska Madison, Wl 1,517

Keith Slouffman Mason, OH 1,434

Kenny Tesh Frontenac, KS 1,400

Naihan Conway Silver Springs, MD 1,251

& Chris Biggs

David Simmons West Valley City, UT 874

Jonathan Wilson Hollywood, FL 858
Alex Tripplett Pilot, VA 784

Nathan Johnson Lexington, VA 741

Samuel Nichols Norwood, NC 739

Mike Smrdel West Salem, OH 672
Philip Sites Billings, MT 642

R. Cunningham Waverly, IA 624
Travis Nauman Lancaster, OH 619

MoslI Yards Rushing

Aaron Smith San Antonio, TX 9,559

Scott Isokane Honolulu, HI 9,065

Philip Sites Billings, MT 4,886

Steve Liska Madison, Wl 4,130

Benjamin Egan Madison, Wl 3,518

Josh Spicer Woodinville, WA 2,933J11 Soquel, CA 2,709

Mike Smrdel West Salem, OH 2,588

Adam & Andrew Galion, OH 2,311

Clinger

Kenny Tesh Frontenac, KS 2,066

Phillip Blum Milwaukee, Wl 1,998

Eric Jacobsen Granby, MA 1,632

Jonathan Wilson Hollywood, FL 1,467

Mark Rowan, Jr. Shelton, CT 1,350

Shawn Randall Elkhart, IN 1,285

Keith Slouffman Mason, OH 1,193

Carl Holdway Tyler, TX 1,053

Jamie Kurzdorfer Warner Robins, GA 905
Alex Tripplett Pilot, VA 710

Russell & Adam East Meadow, NY 698
Goldstein

Longest Pass Caught
Benjamin Egan Madison, Wl 100 Yds

Scott Isokane Honolulu, HI 100 Yds

Jonathan Nichols Norwood, NC tOO Yds

Philip Sites Billings, MT 100 Yds

Keith Slouffman Mason, OH 100 Yds

Adam & Andrew Galion, OH 99 Yds

Clinger

Boonlon, NJ 99 Yds

Granby, MA 99 Yds

Champaign, IL 99 Yds

Madison, Wl 99 Yds

Soquel, CA 99 Yds

West Valley City, UT 99 Yds

San Antonio, TX 99 Yds

Woodinville, WA 99 Yds

Pilot, VA 98 Yds

Leungton, VA 97 Yds

Lancaster, OH 97 Yds

Write your name, address and Member Number
on the back of your photo. Challenges in this

issue must be received no later than August 10,

1996. The top qualifiers receive Super Power

fonathan Wilson Hollywood, FL 97 Yds

Phillip Blum Milwaukee, Wl 96 Yds

Longest Run Made
Scott Isokane Honolulu, HI 100 Yds

Shaun MacMullan Soquel, CA 100 Yds

David Nichols Norwood, NC 100 Yds
Philip Sites Billings, MT 100 Yds

Keith Slouffman Mason, OH 100 Yds

Aaron Smith San Antonio, TX 100 Yds

Mike Smrdel West Salem, OH 1 00 Yds

Adam & Andrew Galion, OH 99 Yds

Clinger

Benjamin Egan Madison, Wl 99 Yds

Kenny Tesh Frontenac, KS 99 Yds

Russell & Adam East Meadow, NY 99 Yds

Goldstein

Eric Jacobsen Granby, .VIA 99 Yds

Steve Liska Madison, Wl 99 Yds

lonathan Wilson Hollywood, FL 99 Yds

David Simmons West Valley City, UT 93 Yds

Philip Lalla Maple Shade, NJ 92 Yds

Shawn Randall Elkhart, IN 92 Yds

Phillip Blum Milwaukee, Wl 91 Yds

Dustin Kessinger Champaign, IL 89 Yds

Most Total Yards

Aaron Smith San Antonio, TX 9,559

Scott Isokane Honolulu, HI 9,440

Steve Liska Madison, Wl 5,275

Philip Sites Billings, MT 4,886

|osh Spicer Woodinville, WA 4,698

Benjamin Egan Madison, Wl 3,515

Nathan Johnson Lexington, VA 2,871

Mike Smrdel West Salem, OH 2,588

Adam & Andrew Galion, OH 2,31

1

Clinger

Kenny Tesh Frontenac, KS 2,184

Phillip Blum Milwaukee, Wl 2,180

Dustin Kessinger Champaign, IL 2,128

Shaun MacMullan Soquel, CA 2,092

Shawn Randall Elkhart, IN 1,724

Eric Jacobsen Granby, MA 1,656

Jonathan Wilson Hollywood, FL 1,645

Alex Tripplett Pilot, VA 1,485

Mark Rowan, Jr. Shelton, CT 1,412

Nathan Conway Silver Springs, MD 1,216

& Chris Biggs

Keith Slouffman Mason, OH 1,193

Most Points

Adam & Andrew Galion, OH 254
Clinger

Nathan Conway Silver Springs, MD 254
St Chris Biggs

Benjamin Egan Madison, Wl 254
Scott Isokane Honolulu, HI 254

Steve Liska Madison, Wl 254

Eric Jacobsen Granby, MA 254
David Simmons West Valley City, LTT 254
Philip Sites Billings, MT 254
Keith Slouffman Mason, OH 254
Aaron Smith San Antonio, TX 254

Mike Smrdel West Salem, OH 254

Josh Spicer Woodinville. WA 254
Kenny Tesh Frontenac, KS 254
Jamie Kurzdorfer Warner Robins, GA 244
Nathan Johnson Lexington, VA 228
Russell St Adam East Meadow, NY 222

Goldstein

ENTER THE ARENA
j

Stamps. Include your Super NES in the photo of

your high score. Dim the lights and then take a

few photos without a flash. If you're taking a

photo of a Game Boy, place it on a flat surface.

Shaun MacMullan Soquel, CA 218
Shawn Randall Elkhart, IN 218
Phillip Blum Milwaukee. Wl 200
Dustin Kessinger Champaign, IL 195

Longest Field Goal

Philip Sites Billings, MT 61 Yds

Shaun MacMullan Soquel, CA 60 Yds

David Nichols Norwood, NC 60 Yds

Scott Isokane Honolulu, HI 57 Yds

Josh Spicer Woodinville, WA 56 Yds

Adam & Andrew Galion, OH 55 Yds

Clinger

Phillip Blum Milwaukee, Wl 55 Yds
Sieve Liska Madison, Wl 55 Yds

David Simmons West Valley City, UT 54 Yds
Nathan Johnson Lexington, VA 53 Yds

Jamie Kurzdorfer Warner Robins, GA 53 Yds

Mike Smrdel West Salem, OH 53 Yds

Benjamin Egan Madison, Wl 52 Yds

Dustin Kessinger Champaign, IL 52 Yds

YOSHI’S ISLAND
100% Scores in World 6 (Volume 81)

Rex Nabong Norfolk, VA
Stacey Rice Portland, OR
Daniel Toir Takoma Park, MD
Srini Varanasi Dix Hills, NY
Daniel Williams Soddy Daisy, TN
Daniel Wilson Castle Rock, WA
James Workman Charlottesville, VA

DKC 2: BIDDY'S KONG QUEST
Lowest Time with 1 02% (Volume 80)

Shawn Smallman Albany, OR 2:58

Jody Alonso Toronto, ON 3:24

Jason Ruoff Somerset Center, Ml 5:37

SUPER MARIO KART
Lowest Time on Koopa Beach 1 (Volume 82)

Kevin Spalding Kissimmee, FL 0'55"16

Jeffy Arensmeyer Oxford, AL 0*55*94

Steve Brauer Green Bay, Wl 0'55"99

Riley Wilson Albuquerque, NM 0'57"86

Tony Burrmann Milwaukee. Wl 0'58"33

Christopher Poole Cape Coral, FL 0'58"54

Seth Thomas Norman, OK 0'58"54

Kevin Kolodziej Hammond, IN 0*58"64

Jake Fascia Clifton Park, NY 0*58"83

Frederic Busque Pinlendre, PQ 0'59"09

Steven Colo North Bend, OK 0*59*11

Duane Knepp McClurie, PA 0'59"14

Tom Haley Wheaton, IL 0'59"71

Adam Johnson Rancho Cucamonga, CA
0'59"90

Justin Arbach

Nick Sendelbach

Kenny Sundbcrg

Nordy Ying

Jonathan Tamayo
Aaron Kaluszka

Dennis Quach
Jeremy Soler

U. Bahusukumar

Jason Ravera

Andrew Beckett

Gregory Larson

Blake Riddick

Chelsea Conlin

Hoven, SO 1'00“07

Tempo, A2 1W'77
Satellite Beach, FL 1*01*28

Benflowcr, CA 1 *01 "51

Humble, TX 1’01"76

Pilot, VA 1*01 "91

Rosemead, CA 1'02"03

Bakersfield, CA I *02"34

Racine, Wl 1'02'*74

Baltimore, MD 1*03*47

Sheboygan, Wl 1*03*61

Jamestown, NY t'03"61

Silver Spring, MD 1 *03"62

West Lebanon, NY 1*03*95

Address entries to:

POWER PLAYERS' ARENA
P.O.BOX 97033
REDMOND, WA 98073-9733
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BASS MASTERS CLASSIC:
PRO EDITION s

tMJCIC Company Black Pearl
r SiJJ Release Date July 1996

|

Memory Size 16 Megabits

ments, a tackle and equipment shop, a practice pond, last boats

and fighting fish. The actual process of reeling in a finny final-

ist involves some patience as you have to wear down the fish

with a lot of back-and-forth play. Your selection of an angler

can make a big difference in landing a fish. You'll also find a lot

of variety in the five lakes where tournaments are held. The

conditions vary from cold, dark water to clear, warm lakes, and

that requires anglers to select lures carefully. If you didn't land

BMC last year, this is the version to snag.

All bass, all the time with this bassman's classic

from Black Pearl.

This sequel to last year's Bass Masters Classic from Black Pearl

adds refinement to one of the more exciting bass games for the

Super NES. Both BMC games set the hook by giving you an

underwater, lure-cam perspective. It's like you're right down

there in the lake with the

lunkers. The improved

graphics in this year's edi-

tion make that perspec-

tive all the more interest-

ing. The developers have

created a more realistic

underwater environment

with weeds, rocks, snags

and other soggy stuff. A
greater variety of fish can also be found, including big and

small mouth bass, northern pike, and a monster bass, but only

the bass count during the weigh-in. The game includes tourna-

9
Better graphics. More options. Variety. Character selection.

A 29-character password. Uggh.

IRON MAN X-O MANOWAR
IN HEAVY METAL

fjWMJC Company Acclairr
Release Date July 1996
Memory Size 4 Megabits

Acclaim Comics and Marvel Comics join forces

for one, final, battle royale on Game Boy.

Tony Stark, the Iron Man, and Aric of Dacia, a.k.a. X-O

Manowar, must combine their fighting skills in order to defeat

Mistress Crescendo and Barron Zemo, who have joined forces

in villainy to take over the world. Yes, it reeks of evil, but you've

got the weapons to clean up the stench. Iron Man and X-O

H &

M

MS m Q I
ALTERNATING SIMULTANEOUS WORD
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Manowar have shoot-

ers and regular

attacks, plus the abili-

ty to fly, run and

jump. Each stage con-

tains plenty of action

and enough power-

ups to keep you

going. Players can

also choose from four

levels of difficulty. You might wonder why it is that these metal-

lic-clad heroes have such a tough time staying alive against

thugs and spiders, but at least there's never a quiet moment. Play

control on IM X-O is pretty good, as are the graphics. You'll even

find some unusual stages such as a running battle in a subway

train. This month, Power enters the mean streets of New York's

super hero community to bring you the maps and tips that will

spell victory over the purveyors of evil.

©
O

Good action. Good graphics. Fun characters. Password.

Annoyingly repetitious music. Some slow play control.

WAR 3010: THE REVOLUTION '/tf
'

r
——— 0 ^ -

PUSS
Company
Release Date.
Memory Size.

.Advanced ProcfQctions

.July 1996

.8 Megabits

Zanex is not what you may think: It's a strategy

game that spans the stars for the Super NES.

Humanity has been controlled and humiliated by the alien

Kyllen for long

enough. Now, the rev-

olution is spreading

across the galaxy. A

band of rebels man-

ning stolen ships

attacks the oppressors

wherever they are

weakest, but the

advantage of surprise

won't last for long.

Zanex uses a fairly simple battle engine based on last year's

War 2410 but mixes in more tactical elements, including hid-

den technologies that give your ships advantages such as cloak-

ing or superior shields. Each scenario pits your ragtag rebel fleet

against Kyllen forces

and gives you a goal

such as protecting a

star base or destroying

a cargo fleet. Battle

animations use digi-

tized models of some

pretty cool looking

space ships—a real

step up from the

comic appearance of War 241 0. Rebel commanders can build

and repair ships at star bases. Next month. Power will take a

closer look at this interstellar war game.

Simple enough for anyone to grasp easily but with increasing com-
^<40 plexity in later scenarios. Sixteen levels. Passwords. Secret items.

© Terrain defense strategies not as logical as in War 2410. Ship icons

difficult to identify. (Fortunately, there is an option for using let-

ters instead of ship icons.)

TITLE

^ BASS MASTERS CLASSIC: PRO EDITION

Qi IRON MAN X-O MANOWAR IN HEAVY METAL

^ WAR 3010: THE REVOLUTION

reffl BE*
C222

3.2 3.2 3.7 3.3 K-A

3.2 3.0 3.2 3.0 K-A

3.0 3.2 3.0 3.2 K-A

GAME TYPE

FISHING

COMIC ACTION

SPACE STRATEGY

POWER
METER

The Power Meter ratings are derived from evaluations on ble for a category. The categories are: G=Graphics &
a five point scale with five being the highest score possi- Sound, P=Play Control, C=Challenge, T=Theme & Fun

SYSTEM
K E Y ^ -SUPER NES 0 -GAME BOY 0^^—VIRTUAL BOY

UiUUI If you like the same types of games as one of our

Power editors, then check for his or tier seal of approval above.

© Scott & Henry
Sports, Simulations, Adventures Fighting, Action, Sports

Leslie * Dan
RPGs, Puzzles, Adventures Action, Adventures, Puzzles

Jeff Terry
Action, Sports, Fighting RPGs, Simulations, Sports

I DSR Ratings

These Independant Digital Software Assoc, ratings

reflect appropriate ages for players. The cate-

gories include: EC=Early Childhood, K-A=Kids to

Adults, T=Teen (13+), M=Mature (17+), A=Adult

(18+), NR=No Rating. To contact the IDSA regarding

the rating system, call 1-800-771-3772.

WLIIMS6 (Q)



^ eritech fighters have been spotted recently

I screaming out of the Gametek studio in

Sausalito, California. That's where you'll

ii ^ find the development progressing on Jt

Robotech: Crystal Dreams for the Nintendo 64.

Although Robotech was one of the first Dream i

Team titles announced, progress has been limited IF

until recently. The artwork, however, has moved
along rapidly and the art team, led by Mimi

Doggett, is churning out tons of cool space

pics of the Veritech and other battle craft

that will appear in the game. At the tKrW 1

heart of Robotech are the fA|P *
.

space missions, most of

which will emphasize )r
- ^

heated battles with an ,*

alien invasion fleet within Sw : / M'

Between missions, pilots

will return to their base

for debriefing and to

learn more about what is

happening in the war.

hese in-between stages will include 3-D walkabout areas

where you'll encounter lots of characters. Gametek
is bringing the crew to life with efficient but cool

facial animations and voices. One of the unique

K features of the game is that you'll be informed of

,

simultaneous events taking place throughout

human space during the course of the

' ' game. While you're off protecting a freighter

^ convoy to Mars, events will be

W happening elsewhere that will affect

the course of the war.

jjcv. You may even have to drop

what you're doing and

help out. Fans of

the Robotech TV
series and role-

playing games

will find that

the historical

setting of Crystal

Dreams fits neat-

ly into the

Robotech world.

® memomu



ing tanks and choppers moving through fairly generic cities. We
don't have many details yet concerning unique aspects of the

game, but we know it has something to do with

time travel and aliens. Sounds a little like

Body Harvest, but Ultra Combat will

probably be a little bit simpler

in design.

n
rvI

he first Nintendo 64 game to come out of GT
Interactive (in the U.S.) will probably be Ultra

Combat, although it may well have a different

name by then. Software Creations in the U.K.

has been building this futuristic vehicular combat game along

with several other N64 projects, including the intriguing art pro-

gram known as Creator. Kemco will publish the game in japan.

In an early look at Ultra Combat, Power noted some great look-

ne of the most popular arcade video games of

all time will make a comeback on the Super

NES this fall thanks to Williams Entertainment.

The Namco classic, Ms. Pac-man, should be

released in September or October along with Williams' multi-

game Pak, Arcade's Greatest Hits. The screen shots shown here

came hot from the developer, but at press time, the game itself

was still incomplete. Ms. Pac-man recreates the look and game

play of the original munching mania action game from 1982.

Players must master 36 maxes, most of which are brand new,

and both one- and two-player modes of play. In the two-player

game, you'll be able to play competitively or cooperatively.

(The second player controls Pac-man.) With four levels of diffi-

culty and seven starting levels, the game serves up enough

gobbling and ghost-busting action to last a lifetime.

mum 86 ^
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• I SOURCE Extra

lassie arcade games seem to be on a roll. This

Pac-Man-inspired action game from 1982 was

converted to the Super Famicom in Japan by

Imagineer. T*HQ will release the arcade-perfect

translation in North America later this summer. Of

course, making a game arcade perfect for such early titles is no

great feat. The graphics are just as simple as they were 1 4 years

ago. In spite of the dated look and sound, the game play is just

as addictive as it was then. One or two players can tunnel

through the play field, collecting cherries and zapping the vora-

cious enemies with Mr. Do's magic wand. In battle mode, two

Mr. Do's compete to control the board. One benefit of the sim-

ple program is that it requires less memory and a less expensive

Game Pak, which translates into savings for players.

HCZXb

0 urok's time-warping world is taking

* I shape at Iguana Entertainment, theJ exclusive Acclaim developer working on

|y Turok: Dinosaur Hunter for the N64.

From week to week the game producer

reports that Turok is making leaps in quality and com-

plexity. From what we saw at E3, we'd have to agree.

Fully textured dinosaurs move menacingly through the

exterior worlds, appearing out of the misty distance. The

fog effects, made possible by the Alias development soft-

ware, reduce the line

of sight and make the

restricted stages seem - ^ I *4
larger. In fact, the * - 'rJ&M \

•

game areas are pretty
. ’l Y/'-

’

l
big, and they're all

filled with enemies.
|

‘
* jV" I

Turok is bound to be a

vicious shooter, but a

shooter with some adventure on the spring-loaded Stick, then release it to send the arrow fly-

elements thrown in. One of ing. Turok will find a wide assortment of weapons in his cam-

the most creative aspects of paign against the notorious Campaigner, but the bow and

Stick on the Nintendo 64 con- arrows may be the coolest of all.the game is its use of the Control Stick on the Nintendo 64 con-

troller. For instance, to shoot a bow and arrow, you pull back

11

Publisher - Black Pearl

Developer — Imagineer
Arcade Release— 1982 Universal Co.,Ltd.

Memory Size - 4 Megabits
Play Modes — 1 or 2 Players

nimmomm



he Power Rangers take on a new role in

Bandai's Power Race Zeo. Instead of kicking,

punching, and morphing into awesome fight-

ing forms, the Rangers (and select competitors

such as cog and King Mondo) mount their motorcycles, jet

cycles, hover craft, dune buggies and Quadra Fighters, then do

battle on 16 courses. This mix of racing and demolition derby

action can take place against the computer or a friend. Playing

modes include a Time Trial, Two-player Mode, CPU Vs. Mode,

Race Mode and Point Race Mode, which entails collecting

points for items that are scattered over the track. The Blaster

Master Mode may be the most fun of all. You and your buddy

have unlimited blaster fire power and you have 99 seconds to

blow each other up. In most of the other races, each speeder

begins the race with five blaster shots, but you can also slam

and ram them off the track. In fact, the final mode of play is the

Super Chase Mode, which requires you to slam your opponent

off the track within 99 seconds since you don't have blasters.

Bandai has really packed this Power Rangers Racer with great

options. If you're a Power Ranger fan or not, you'll find it hard

to climb off your bike. Bandai should release Power Rangers

Zeo in September or October.

•v t's too bad Nintendo didn't have this 3-D F-Zero

r I play-alike ready for Virtual Boy last year. This

racer rocks in red and black. You pilot one of

four planes through tunnel courses that twist,

turn, dip and rise. Each plane has different control

and speed attributes, so selecting the right racer for the right

course gives you an advantage. The planes look a bit like space

fighters and the sounds they make as they scream through the

underground labyrinths also reminded this Pak Pilot of the high-

speed run down the trench of the Death Star. The only differ-

ence is that you are in control and the course is all over the

place. As in F-Zero for the Super NES, cars refuel and heal up

when they pass over power strips. If there's ever been a reason

to pick up a Virtual Boy, you can see it in this month's coverage

of Dragon Hopper and G-Zero, and next month's look at Bound

High. A growing library of fun games makes a huge difference.
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SHUFFLE
YOUR COMBOS

w
I I

The Killer Instinct collectible card game from Topps is

now available at card shops and book

* stores across the country.

’ The game features many
elements from the video

game, including Combos,

Danger Moves, and Specials.

Players take on the role

of Shadow Corporations try-

ing to bring down Ultratech

by winning Killer Instinct

matches. In keeping with this

story, the card game includes

a Promotion phase that may
include skullduggery behind

the scenes. The actual fighting

takes place in arenas where a

series of seven fighting move cards and effect cards cause

damage to opponents. Three victories win the match. The

graphics used on the cards come from the game itself and

from special rendered art from Rare Ltd. Starter decks

include a random assortment of cards, and expansion

decks will contain specialty cards. It's the perfect way for

K.I. fans to blow off steam when they're away from home
or the arcade.

A

N64 RECRUITS
Nintendo Co. Ltd. will hook up with Recruit to form a

joint venture company that will produce four or five

Nintendo 64 games per year. The new company will work

with independent developers and Nintendo will produce

the games. The idea is to support new software develop-

ers in search of blockbuster new 3-D games for the N64.

Recruit is a multi-faceted company that publishes music

and comics as well as a video game magazine.

DARK HORSE
SHADOWS
Dark Horse Comics published the first issue of the new
Star Wars: Shadows of the Empire comic book series in

May. The comic books reveal hidden depths to the story

underlying the

upcoming
Nintendo 64 game

including the dark

dealings of bounty

hunters such as

Bobba Fett.

Favorite characters

from the movie

series also make
appearances. The

time frame of the

comics (and game)

begins just as the

Rebels flee from the

frozen world of

Hoth. Luke

Skywalker, Princess Leia, Darth Vader, R2D2, and C3PO
are just some of the characters you'll meet in the comic.

A RAINBOW
OF CONTROLLERS
Along with the release of the N64, Nintendo will release

separate controllers in a rainbow of Play It Loud colors:

yellow, red, green, charcoal, blue and light gray. The man-

ufacturer's suggested price for individual controllers is

$29.95. Since multi-player capability is built right into the

N64, the variety of controllers makes lots of sense. A car-

rying case for the controller, N64 Game Paks and Memory
Cards will be available for $22 from the Nintendo Power

catalog insert packed with the N64 console.

KEMCO RALLIES
Kemco gave Pak Watch an exclusive look at a demo of Top

Gear Rally, an upcoming N64 racing game currently under

development. The two minute video tape featured three

cars (or two cars and a pickup) and several terrain areas,

including a mountain forest with cliffs and tunnels and a

desert course at night. Since this was just a demo of the

game concept, the final Rally could be quite different. The

design docs call for multiple tracks, multiple cars, and

weather and tracks that can be customized. The computer

graphics demonstrated an incredible mastery of detail and

special effects in a 3-D environment, and all of it can be

reproduced on the Nintendo 64. We hope to have devel-

opmental shots for you soon.

0 wnnmoma



THE BROTHERS
BEAR
Help comes in many forms in the world of Donkey Kong

Country 3: Dixie's Double Trouble. One of the best forms of

help may be found embodied in the 13 Brothers Bear who live

in cabins situated throughout the world maps and sub-maps.

Each burly bro requires your special attention. For instance,

one bear, named Baffle, loves a bamboozling puzzle or a very

sad bear named Blue needs cheering up. Rare plans to include

lots of diversions in the third DKC game, making the play even

more varied and rich than in DKC 2. We'll have more as this

game reaches completion.

SCATTERED BITS
*T&E Soft, a long-time publisher of Nintendo games in

Japan, has announced that it will be creating a Nintendo 64

action puzzle game called Kwu-ompa. What does Kwu-ompa

mean? We asked some native Japanese speakers who laughed

and shrugged. Apparently, it doesn't mean anything and we
haven't received a detailed description of the game yet. If

you've seen a Kwu-ompa in your town, let us know.

•Halfway around the world from Japan, Ocean and

Infogrames, two of the largest game companies in Europe, have

agreed to merge, which would make the new company one of

the largest game publishers in the world. Ocean's U.S. sub-

sidiary is currently developing Mission: Impossible for the N64.

Infogrames, most recent titles starred the Smurf characters and

were released by I.Motion. What does this union portend for

the future? In the short term. Ocean reports an infusion of new

development equipment and talent to work on Ml. In the

future, perhaps we'll see undercover Smurfs cleverly disguised

as blue M&Ms.
• Bandai America is looking in two directions for new Super

NES games. They are considering releasing classic Super

Famicom hits such as Dragon Ball Z—sort of an action RPG
title—and starting up a new game division in the U.S. that

would release new titles, probably with the use of out-of-house

developers. Like several other companies, Bandai sees poten-

tial in the still vast Super NES market in North America.

ARCADE’S GREATEST HITS FALL ’96

BRUNSWICK’S WORLD
TOURNAMENT OF CHAMPIONS FALL ’96

COLLEGE FOOTBALL ’97 FALL '96

DISNEY S PINOCCHIO FALL 96
DONKEY KONG COUNTRY 3:

DIXIE'S DOUBLE TROUBLE FALL ’96

INCANTATION FALL ’96

KIRBY SUPER STAR FALL ’96

THE LOST VIKINGS II FALL ’96

MADDEN FOOTBALL ’97 FALL ’96

MOJO RISING FALL ’96

MR. DO! FALL ’96

MS. PAC MAN FALL ’96

NBA HANG TIME FALL ’96

NHL ’97 FALL ’96

POWER RANGERS ZEO: BATTLE RACERS FALL ’96

TETRIS ATTACK FALL ’96

ULTIMATE MORTAL KOMBAT 3 FALL ’96

WAR 3010: THE REVOLUTION SUMMER ’96

BOUND HIGH

DRAGON HOPPER
G-ZERO

FALL ’96

FALL 96
FALL 96

BATTLE ZONE/SUPER BREAKOUT FALL ’96

DIGGER FALL ’96

DISNEY’S PINOCCHIO FALL ’96

DONKEY KONG LAND 2: DIDDY’S KONG QUEST FALL ’96

FIFA SOCCER ’97 FALL ’96

TETRIS ATTACK FALL ’96

URBAN STRIKE FALL '96
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Nintendo 64

An N64 controller

in every color

A library of N64 games

A 35" Color T.V.

You, if you're the
Grand Prize Winner

2400 baud modems

The Library of Congress

Murder She Wrote

Other contests, in comparison

^ Any lamer who can't fill out the
^^^ard and drop it in the mail



HIRD PRIZE
50 Winners

for cool players

SECOND PRIZE
5 Winners

Hot Colors t

Plus
Super Mario 64
CDs or cassettes!

No purchase necessary. To enter, either fill out the Player's Poll

response card or print your name, address, telephone number, Vol.

86, and the answer to the trivia question on a plain 3 1/2" x 5" card.

Mail your entry to this address:

NINTENDO POWER
PLAYER'S POLL VOL 86

P.O.BOX 97062
REDMOND, WA 98073-9762

One entry per person, please. All entries must be postmarked no
later than August 1, 1996. We are not responsible for lost or misdi-

rected mail. On or about August 15, 1996, winners will be randomly

di awn from among all eligible entries. By accepting their prizes, win-

ners consent to the use of their names, photographs, or other like-

nesses for the purpose of advertisements or promotions on behalf

of "Nintendo Power" magazine and Nintendo of America Inc. INOAI
without further compensation. Prizes are limited to one per house-

hold. Chances of winning are determined by the total number of

entries received. The ratio of prizes to entry cards distributed is

56:1,000,000. No substitution of prizes is permitted. All prizes will be

awarded. To receive a list of winners, send your request to the

address above after August 31, 1996.

GRAND PRIZE: The Grand Prize Winner will receive a Nintendo 64, a
35" television, N64 controllers in red, yellow, green, blue, dark char-

coal and light gray, and the first ten games available for the Nintendo

64. The winner must provide a written release to NOA. Estimated

total value of all prizes is $3,000. Some restrictions apply. Valid only

in the U.S. and Canada. Void where prohibited by law. Not open to

employees of NOA, its affiliates, agencies or their immediate fami-

lies. This contest is subject to all federal, state and local laws and

regulations.

___y
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This month, we gave you a sneak peek at the

latest game starring the rotund rosy

depth coverage with Mars 7irt

new titles to show
off. Dragon Hopper,off. Dragon Hopper,

a 3-D adventure, and

Bound High, a hopping, bopping action game
virtual winners. See for yourself next month.

Attaelc

There's more Mario on the way! In August we'll

show you more of the game that blew everyone away h

at E3, and we'll show you just how different 3-D
gaming is going to be.

© mnrno power
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Our goal is to try and preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to all the people who make this possible.

From the original editors and writers,

to everyone involved in acquiring and digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out, in whatever way possible.

Either by donating classic magazines, scanning, editing or distributing them,

visit us at http://www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving classic magazines

that are at least 5 yeans out ofprint.

We have no desire or intention to profit from these in any way.

So please, ifyou come across people trying to sell these releases, don't support them!

Thank You and ENJOY!


